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Markey enters
SBP election
Proposes ubloodless coup'"

Students an_q fa~ulty dined together at a recent dorm dinn~r. (Craig Parker photo)

president and vice president to
By Bryan Alexander
Student activist Kristy Mar- take on, Proctor said not to judge
key announced her candidacy their potential on past adminfor student body president yes- istrations since these adminterday on a platform which istrations have not taken the
promises drastic changes fo initiative for drastic changes.
"Where there is a will, there
student government. Her runway," Markey said.
a
is
Proctor.
Louise
is
ning mate
One of the biggest changes ~ Haaland' s resignation is part
Markey wants is a change in the of Markey's plan to create a
University's administrative University with more student
structure, referring to her cam- imput and less admiriistratiye
paign as "a'" bloodless coup." She intervention. Markey said a "cut
said s he would pressu·re the back ( of) 50 percent on the
administration to force UNH administration" would be one
President Gordon Haaland to of her goals.
With Haaland's resignation
.
_
resign.
Markey said she would also . his position would come under
- work for the abolishment of the evaluation to see "whether or
Greek system and ROTC from not it is worth it to hire such
campus, a cutdown on Public an expensive professional," she
Safety, and creating a student said.
Markey said if this evaluation
senate which broadened its
found Haaland' s position to be
outlook outside the University.
When asked if this was too MARKEY, page 9
much for even the student bod

Attivity fe.~ set ai $59 ·
tivity F.ee Organizatio~, ahd the
By Bryan Alexander
Students will pay $59 for the Student Press Organization.- No
student activity fee next semes- changes were made in any of
ter, two dollars more than this these budgets.
The senate agreed to .a capital
year. The fee was set at Sunday's
senate meeting after the senate . eq1tipment line item for
passed the. last of the budgets WUNH, worth $17,075. This
line item will be a -permanent
for the srudeht organizations.
Student ~ody President Jay ·, addition to the bug.get with
Ablondi congratulated the se- varying costs to be allocated to
nate for its efforts in keeping the organizations's capital equipthe fee from rising too much. ment needs.
Next semester.'s revenue will
He pointed out the fee increased
only three percent while most be used to rewire the station's
of the administrative budgets studio, Student Activity Fee
Chairperson Warner Jones said.
rose about seven percent.
The final budgets voted on . He said the studio was wired
were WUNH, the Student Ac-

three years ago, hut such a poor
job was done that it needed to
be done again.
This line item is needed
permanently for WUNH because of the risk of losing some
of the expensive equipment they
work with Ablondi said. He said
each year it will be up to the
senate to see how much WUNH ·
will receive for this line item.
. Ablo:ndi said this added income will serve as an emergency
fund in future years to protect
the ' station from shutting down·
in qse of equipment breakdown.

State profits from US Ni-,
By Frank MoQre
A recent economic impact
analysis conducted by UNH
economics Professor Robert C.
Puth and graduate student Jam~!
Nahavandi shows that the Umversity -System of New Hampshire (USNH) institutions
bring more than 96 million outof-state dollars into the New
Hampshire economy each year.
The s tudy was based on income brought into the state by
USNH institutions during the
·
.
1986 fiscal year.
The out-of-state income includes nearly $4 7 million in
tuition and fees paid by non resident students, $20 million
in student financial aid, $16
million in resea~ch funding, $11.5
million in grants, gift~ and
endowment money, and $1.8
million spent by visitors to the
USNH campuses.

"The Puth-Nahavandi study $26.5 -million remaining after
emphasizes that investing in out -of-state expenditures are.
onstruction on the new health facility has boomed since the
public higher education makes deducted actually has a $45
good sense for many reasons, million 'impact on the New melting of most of this winter's snow and the arrival of some
warm weather. (Stu Evans photo)
not the least of which is the Hampshire economy. . . ·
"The Puth-Nahavand1 study
immediate economic return
New Hampshire realizes on its - demonstrates that the $35.l
· investment," USNH Chancellor million the state of New Hampshire provided to help s_upp~rt
Claire Van U mmersen said.
Funds brought into New the operations of our U mvers1ty
Hampshir_e exceeded by $26.5 System institutions in 1986 d,rew
· The New Hampster is ·back - with a
million the amount of money · more than $96 million inro. the
· the USNH institutions spent state - a return of $2.74 for every
vengeance. See the special insert.
outside the state in the form of tax dollar invested by the state,"
The ·New Hampshire welcomes four new
taxes, insurance payments, pen- Van U mmersen said.
sion contributions and · pur"The primary pu~pos~ of_ our ,
cartoonists to the University Comics. See
University System rnst1tut1on~
chases of supplies and services.
"The dollars brought into the is to educate people, to carry on
.page -25 for,their work.
state raise incomes here still research that increases knowlShould Reagan be impeached? Read
more when they are spent edge and unq.erstanding, and to
within New Hampshire," the provide public s~rvice that h~lps
the great debate in the Forum section, page
authors of the study point out. New Hampshue people fmd
17.
Using a 1. 7 economic multiplier solutions to critical problems,"
to measure the "growth" of
Van U mmersen added.
these dollars, they esti!Ilate the
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NEWS IN BRIEF

No cure for ·a ids ·ln the
near future
The surgeon General C. Everett Koop predicted
Sunday that an AIDS vaccine will not be able for
widespread public use until the next century.
· Scientists say an AIDS vaccine may come earlier,
perhaps in the mid 1990s but Koop said he does
not believe that a vaccine "is in the C'1;rds for this
century." _
Koop said on the CBS p rogram,"Face the Nation"
that one deadly disease, which has been confined
so far to homosexuals and bisexual men and
intravene<:ms drug users "has now gone over into
the heterosexual community."
"Although there are oq.ly 4 percent of those who
have AIDS now tha_t are heterosexual, that number
· is going to mount," he said. "The wa'y we say it
is that by 1991, AIDS itself will increase about ninefold, but heterosexual AIDS will increase about
twenty fold."
·

,, .

Maria Von·Trapp dead at _·
82

Dorchester, -MA woinenattacked for a .second
time
Last Wednesday, Denise Lewis was driving. on
Dudley Street in Roxbury when she saw a carload
of men drive up beside he'r and stick a gun barrel'
out the window. One gunfire shattered one window
. of her Honda sedan. She ducked and escaped harm.
Sunday, as Lewis walked to a store in Dorchester,
·one -of the men who shot at her earlier attempted
to shoot her again, this time hitting her twice in
the chest.
Lewis, 22, was listed in stable condition at Boston
City HospitaL According to police, this firing at
will in broad daylight at an unsuspected innocent
_ woman is a benchmark in a growing circle of violence
among the .inner city's young people.
.
Sunday- night, police hunted for the -men they
believe are behind the two attempts on Lewis' life.
Sunday's shooting is related to ·last Wednesday's
and is one of several recent _shooting~ tied to a dispute
involving the men and ,Lewis.

I

·,,l ':

Thatcher in the Soviet
.U nion

Maria Augusta (Kutschera) Von Trapp, the
matriarch of the music-loving Trapp family, wh'.o se
earlier life was dramatized on stage and screen in
"The .Sound of Music" died on Saturday in
Morrisville, VT. She was 82.
,She headed the world famous Trnpp Family
Singers for nearly 20 years. From 1938 to 1956 they
were one of the most heaviy booked attractions
on the American circuit before marriages and
changes dissolved th~ group.
The musical tells the story of how Mrs. Trapp,
then serving her novitiate in a Salzburg convent
of the order of St. Benedict, went to work in the
household of Baron Von Trapp, a widower, as
governess for his seven motherless children and
_o f how the couple fell in love, were married at the
Abbey in 1927 when she was 21. and later fled the
Nazis.
· Mrs. Trapp was ·born in Vienna. She studied at
State Teachers College of Progressive Education .
in Vienna before deciding to become a nun.

British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
yesterday combined wurism, strong ~upport_ f?r
freedom of religion, and a dose of ~edmm poh~ICs
on the first full day of the five she will be spendmg
in the Soviet Union.
Thatcher is the first prime minister to make an .
official visit in the Soviet Union in tw~lve years,
since Labor Prime Minister Harold Wilson came
in during the detente.
. ·· .-~ ·' .
.
Her trip will include a se_nes of~1scuss1ons ~1th
Gorbachev today and · is designed with three thmgs
in mind. She wants to test Gorba-chev's sincerity
about domestic reform, express West European
concerns about Soviet advantages in conventional,
chem.ical and short range nuclear forces should
· a treaty eliminating medium-range missiles f~o_m .
Europe be signed "and get reelected," as one off Kial
said bluntly.
.
This trip will allow Thatcher to _make ~er_po1_nt
The spaced-out, computer-generated talk show
about religious freedom in the Soviet Unio~ while
host is now ready for prime-time network television
bringing her face to face with one modern, though
at 10 tonight on channel 5.
model, reality of everyday life here.
· This show combines the new wave look 'of "Blade
Runner," "Repo Man," and "Mad Max" with a
sensibility somehwere between "The Prisoner,"
"A Clockwork Orange," and "SCTV."
'.' Max Headroom" is the most refreshing and
crei:i.tive program since '.'Hill Street Blues'' came
on the air.
The program begins in a not-all-that-futuristic
society where cameras are everywhere and televisions can't be shut off.
,
It is a lighthearted romp with a sprinkle of social
commentary. And by contemporary television
standards, "Max Headroo.1)1" is the max. -

"Max Headroom" airs
tonight ,o·n channel 5

. I·,
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Spock headlines
war awarenes s day

P rospective students being giving the grand· tour of. UNH by student representa,tives. Around
the
there have been~ record number of applications for next Sept.'s freshman class.
(Craig Parker photo)

'!·S.,

Applicati ons cause tension
By Beth Ineson
Early spring is a tense 'time produced applicants in the past.
"UNH began_in its own little
for high school seniors. Waiting
to hear from colleges is a nerve way to contribute to the inwracking period. few of us look .c reased boom of recruiting,"
back on positively. And this Fish said. "And when you take
year, seniors aren't the only the effort of all colleges in ·
uneasy ones - they' re joined by recruiting collectively it is a
the admissions off ices of the definite influence on student's
behavior."
universities they applied to.
Recruiting has influenced
According to a recent Boston
Globe article, there have been students by not only increasing
a record numb.e r of applications their interes( in going to college
handled by American colleges but also inducing them to send
and universities for next Sep- multiple applications.
Accor_di-ng to Fish, 10 years
tember's freshman class. The
increase creates problems for ago sen10rs were filing three
colleges because they cannot applications each, now the
accurately predict whether average is six applications.
The irony of this process of
they'll pave too many or too few
change is ther·e are fewer high
students next fall.
Director of Admissions Stan
Fish said UNH is experiencing
the same rise in applications
and uncertainty as other schools
in the country. According to
Fish, this is because seniors are
sending more mult iple applications and the University is "UNH be gan in its own
stepping up its recruiting prQlittle way to c o ntributegram.
"There has been an increase to the rec ruiting."
in applications," Fish said. "But
it's not something that has just
begun to happen. It is a change ·
that has been consistent at
UNH for the last five years."
According the Fish, for a
freshman class size of 2,000
students, UNH received 8,700
applications in 1983. This year school students graduating toadmissions has received 10,500 day than 10 years ago . Since
_applications.
1980 there has been a 20 percent
"It has been a positive change decrease in graduating students
for us, something we wanted in New England, yet colleges
very much to happen," Fish said. are receiving more applications
UNH has increased their than ever.
recruiting in the last few years.
Fish says parents are also
In 1980, admissions rep resen- responding to the increase in
. tatives visited 140 n,igh schools. recru iting and ad~~rtising by
By 1984 that number had colleges.
jumped to 650. In that same •
"They take encouragement
period UNH began to partic- from what they see in the
ipate in the College Board _ mailbox and say 'How about this ·
Search Program, a service that school?' when the student
provides colleges with the wouldn't otherwise have been
names of seniors who fit the interested," Fish said. "Parents
"complete profile" of that also see the graduation statistics
school. According to Fish, UNH and tend to put pressure on their
then recruits by zip code areas children."
in parts of the country t~at have
Fish predicts students will

By Elizabeth Cote
While tomorrow may be
April fool's Day, the Coalition
for Disarmament and Peace are
sponsoring a day-long schedule
of events that are no laughing
matter. The Coalition will present speakers, films, and skits
aimed at increasing student's
awareness of nuclear war.
"A Day of No Business as
Usual: A Day of Student Action
Against Preparations for World
War III" is ~DP's response to
a call to students and youth by
a national or:.ganization called
No Business as Usual.
"A lot of students at UNH
just get involved in their studies.
They forget what's going on in
the world," said Louise Proctor,
Coalition for Disarmament and
Peace coordinator. '" We want
the (events of No Business as
Usual) to c'reate an awareness,
and we __want people to know
what they can do to prevent
World War III."
"We want to-get a dialogue
sta:ted. We want to get pe~ple

thinking about issues, and their
ideas on the issue·s ," said Jennifer Yanco, Coalition member.
"We're going to get some negative feed-back, but that's o.k.)
. Th·at's going to get things
started."
The discussion on nuclear war
will begin with a speech by Dr.
Benjamin Spock, famous baby
doctor and peace activist, tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Granite
State Room in the MUB.
Speakers and films are scheduled for Wednesday, April 1st,
in the· MUB. A series of short
· skits, ~r street th~ater productions, are -planned tp be held at
unannounced times and places
to portray particular messages.
A rally is scheduled for noon
at Thompson Hall featuring- an
"open soap box" for anyone to
. express opinions. Live music
• .will follow until 5:00 p.m.
Faculty from several depart- ments have opened their classrooms to anyo.ne who wants to

SPOCK, page 5

1

gradually react against sending
· multiple applications because
of the time factor involved in
t}:ieir completion.
"But we haven't seen that
yet," he said.
.
. . .
The positive s~1e to the e
increase in applicaitions, according . to Fish, is it has caused
competition among colleges for
the declining number of students graduating and that competition has led to improvements at each school.
The -negative side is the,
change is unsettling for the
admissions process . ."Obviously,
colleges are now having a declining rate of acceptances because of the. incr·ease in applications," Fish said. "But we can't
assume that patterns of acceptances in the past are going to
apply this year."
The uncer,tainty about the
conversion rate, admissions Acacia seems to have gone Egyptian with this statue
office statistics .for the rate at dn their ·roof. (Craig Parker photo)
which students choose colleges
is the main source of uneasiness.
Because the bottom line is the
number of students accepted ·
represents a gre.at 'd eal of mo- ·
~~

-

If the admissions off ice miscalculates and accepts too few
applicants and, in turn, not
enough applicants choose
UNH, the university could lose
a quarter to a half million
d 11
If h
h
0 ars.
t e opposite appens,
the dorms become overcrowded
,w hich necessitates buildup
lounges.
"Until the pattern of change
stabilizes and we can see some
predictability in who will ~ccept
we will be anxious," Fish said.
"We felt very positive th is
September wi th no buildup
lounges in the dorms; and we
hope to do it again this fall.
,
"But~ we share the anxiety of
other colleges that we might not
repeat ourselves," he said.
"With the great deal of
change, it has been an exciting
and sometimes overstimulating
time to work in admission," Fish
said.
·

USNH gets new
financial firm

By Andy Aparic:io

dealt exclusively with colleges
and universities. The previous
counseling firm, Preston~
Gardner-Moss, is a general stock
Common Fund, a firm special- investment firm and the trusizing in the management of tees expect an increase in ine nd owµient funds for colleges vestment returns due to The and universities, according to Common Fund's specialized
experience with university
some trustees.
·
.
On March 18, USNH trustees funds. ·
voted to follow the recommen- .
The 15-year-old Connecticutdatiori of the board's Finance based-f irrri' manages
the funds
Committee for Investments to of over 800 colleges
and univerreplace Preston-Gardner-Moss sities including Dartmouth Colas USNH financial advisor. The lege.
Decisions for the purchase
Common Fund will be responsible for day to day management and sale of investments stocks
of the $20 million in endow- and bonds will still rest with
ments held by USNH institu- the trustee committee who will
tions.
·
rely on guidance from The
Acco rd ing -to Art Grant; se- Common Fund managers.
cretary of the committee, the
Trustees also agreed to retrustees were impressed with
the fact that The Common Fund USNH, page 8
The University System of
New H_amps~ire (USNH) will
benefit from the counsel of The

,I
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.ON THE SPOT
How do·you plan on
celebr ating April Fool's Day? ·

. ''I'm going to celebrate

April Fool's Day along
with my birthday this
weekend" ·
Sheryl Worden
Senior
The~ap~utic Recreation

''Play a joke on ·a few
neighbors and brothers"
Dave Conl?ling
Senior
'
Science
· Political

''I'm going to play a cheap
trick on my boyfriend and
hopefully he won't kill me"
Linda_Brearley
Senior
English

''I have to study for a test ·

which is going to be a real
joke"
· Tom VanDerBosch
Senior
Mathematics

NICAllllfJIJJl
Two Award Winning Filnts ·

FllOM THE ASHl:S

APRIL 2
THURSDAY 7:00 'PM

Living at risk in
·Nicaragua today
Murkland Hall Auditorium ·
J

LATIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES

~

•

$1.00
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Linden to lecture on Far East
By Edward L. McKey
Some people have misconceptions regarding society, e_conomics, and government in China.
How many Americans are aware
· of, for instance, the impact of
, · Mao Tse Tung on present-day
- conditions among the Chinese?
U.N.H . is being offered an
opportunity to find.out.
. ·
On Wednesday, April 1, the .
second lecture in. ·t.he Spring
Faculty Lecture Series entitled .
The Far East:· Our Near Neighbor and will be held in the Elliot
Alumni Center, Strafford Ave.,
at 8:00p. It will be a joint lecture ·
given by Professor of Operations Management Linda
Sprague and Associate Professor
of History Allen Linden. The
title of their .lecture will be ','.A

Changing Chiria ; BalantiI?-g lecture will focus more onecoEconomic Freedom and Political qo m ic activity in China.
Control" and will discuss how "Contrary to prior belief, the
the Chinese are reacting to the -Chinese are not moving towards
modernization of China.
capitalism," Sprague explained.
The influence of economic "It was not intended to become
reforms on the ruling commu- a westernized country and Westnist party, the role of education, ern business~s are becoming
and the role bf the ideology in more realistic in understanding
China will be the topic of Prof. that China is not the place to
Linden's part of the lecture. make a quick fortune."
"Obviously there is a struggle
- Western Culture ten::l.s to
within _the gove·rnment, some absorb other cultures and Amer- ·
asking for more exposure and icans ·especially have grown to
openness to the West, others expect this. But the Chinese
asking for less openness. It's culture is different than others,
clear," said Lind~n, "the eff?rts and most Americans are unto stimulate economic change aware of the differences. "What
and growth have political and we're going to try to do," said
social consequences."
Sprague, "is to explain what is
. Prof. Sprague'.s portion of the ~oing onin China.''

·SPOCK
. (continued from page 3)
attend specially prepared antiwa.r lectures. A handful of
faculty members have cancelled
their Wednesday classes so their
students may attend the antiwar activities.
Proctor .said she hopes the
1
'open soap box" will encourage
people to speak their minds.
, "We want as many opinions
stated as p9ssible. We want a
balance for the day," Proctor
said. "We don't want to seem
like a bunch of radicals who
won't listen to anyone else's
opinions/'
Nora Nevin, English department instructor, said she was
skepti<;;al ;a\)qur.c ancelling her
E_nglish 401 class for the No
Business as Usual events.
"I don't trust cancelling clases.
I.know students. Given an easy
way, they'll take it. So I said why
·not offer something, challenging and exiting instead," said
Nevin.
· Nevin will discuss "war lit~rature" in place of her regular
English 401 curriculum. She will
discuss four pieces of wo_rks
related to war and the arms build
up.
She said, ''I've looked for a
chance to do war literature. Here
is an oppurtunity to ( discuss)
· war related litetature, other
than just being good literature."
, Tony Nevin, psychology professor and advisor to the Coalition was disappointed in the
limited number of faculty who

responded to the oppurtunity
to use class sessions for nuclear
awareness. However, Nevin
said incomplete information
about the events, and a faculty
member's responsibility to teach
course material may have been
two reasons more faculty did ·_
not become involved.
Tony Nevin does not have a
class scheduled on Wedntsdays
to use for nuclear disarmament

discussion, so he and colleage
Ken Fuld are offering a teachin called "Psychological aspects
of the nuclear threat."
Other teach-in and lecture
topics, along with a complete
schedule of events are available
at the Coalition for Disarmament and Peace off ice in the
MUB. The schedules are prom- .
inantly posted on campus.
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Hom( DAY. Wf.IX)
DOWNTOWN DOVER
( ·By~

CALENDAR
TUESDAY, MARCH 31
Women's Studies Seminar Series-"Some Thoughts on Feminist
Met~od." Linda Stone,· Dept. of Education. Carroll/Belknap
Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.
French/Italian Film-"The Roof." Room 303, James, 3:30
p.m.
Microbiol0gy Seminar-"Large-Scale Produ"ction of Thera pe1,1tic
Monoclonal Antibodies.'i Dr. Keyin J. Gilb.ridge, Manager
of Product Development, Damon B1otech. Room 17, Spauldmg
Life Science Buildmg, 4: 10 p.m.
Gues t Speaker-Dr. Benjamin Spock speaks on ''The "Threat
of Nuclear War." Granite State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m.
· University Theater-UNH Dance Theater Company:. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
_ ·

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1
Baseball-at Providence College
Day of No Business <1s Usual-A ~a.y of st.u dent awarenesss
focused on preparations for World War III. Teach-Ins, debates,
speak-outs, sponsored by Coalition ·for Disarmament and
Peace.
Peace Rally-One highlight of "UNH Day of No Business
As Usual." This will be a prelude to the Hawk vs. Dove debate
at.1 p.m. "S9a -box" speeches will be featured. Flag·p ole,
Thompson Hal, 12:30 p.m. ·
·
·

1

Seminar Presentation-"Funding Opportunities at the State .
Level: How Does it Work?" Professor James Morrison, Vice
President for Research arid Cathy Cataneo Director of Research
Administration. Room 330, Conant, 12:30-2 p.m.
·
·University Theater-UNH Dance Theater Company. Joqnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. •
French/ Italian Film- "The Roof." Room 110, Murkland,
p.m.

CENTRAL

7

Flute Frenzy-UNH student concert. University Art Galleries,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
_ _
.
Faculty Lecture Series- "A Changing China: Balancing
Economics Freedom and Political Control." Presented by
) Allen,Linden, Associate Professor of History. Alumni Center,
8 p.m.

Thutsday, Apri.12 .
Brown Bag-it in the Galieries-Gallery walk with Winifred ·
Sh~w,_ex~ibi-ting artist. ~alle,ries, Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m.
'·

.;..Jteceptioaist
- Telep.lloae ,
.i$ec.rewial Services
, -Coatereace Rooa
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~

Psychology Colloquium-'.'Vis-ual Search in Pigeons," presented
by Donald S. Blqugh, Prof. of Psychology at Brown University.
Room 101, Conant Hall, 3:40-5 p.m.
Earth Sciences Colloquium- "Impacts and Climate C:hange
on Mars," by Dr. Pete Schultz, Brown University, Dept. of
Geological Sciences. Room 119, James, 4 p.m.
Latin American Film Series-"From the Ashes" and "Living .
at Risk in ·Nicaragua Today." Double feature documentary
about Central America. Room 101, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.

EXECUTIVE
SUITES

]\1 USO Film- "The Natur_
a l." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
.

at 90 Washi.Jlgtott Street
Dover. NH 03,S20

University Theater-UNH Dahce Theater Compa,ny. Johnson
Thcuer, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
. .

(603) 742-1916

Summer In The Merrimack Valley
With School For Lifelong Learning,
U~iversity System of New Hampshire
U.N.H. COURSES AVAILABLE IN-NASHUA
June 8 - July 30 6:00 - 8:30 P.M.
M/W PHIL 412 ( UNH) Beginning Logic
M/W SOC 500 (UNH) Introduction to Social Psychology
T/TH ENGL 516 ( UNH) A Survey of_American Literature
T/TH MATH 402 ( UNH) Elementary Math II

PLYMOUTH ST ATE COURSE
Available in Manchester May 25-Aug. 10

FRIDAY, APRIL 3
New Hampshire International Semina-r"- "Recent Trends
in the International Arms Trade," Michael Klare, Hampshire
College. Alumni Center, 4 P·rr:1· ·
Faculty Concert Series-The Hampshire Consort, Music of
the French Renaissance. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul.Arts,
8p.m.
·
MUB Pub-"Shake the Faith," 8 p.m,
University Theater-UNH Dance Theater Company. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
MUSO Film-"Crocodile Durtdee." Granite State Room MUB
8 and 10 p.m., students $2, general $3.
'
'
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper '~rms)

M ENGL (PSC) Science Fiction
Call or check your Student Union Building
for a flyer .with a complete list of courses.

The School for Lifelong Learning
Manchester 668-2120

Nashua 883-1864

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- ·
weekly throughout the academic year. OUJ:- offices ai:_e located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UN H, Durham, N .H. 03824. Business '
Offi<;e _houi:s: Monday· - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: _
, $)4_.00.Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
\! check their ads the first d.iy. The New Hampshire will in no case be
j- ·responsible for typograph•,:al or other errors, but w.ill reprint that part
•· of an advertisement in which -.i. typographical error appears, if notified
: immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
.. 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by ]Q'!_rnal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
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OTICES
PASSOVER SEDER: Sponsored by UNH Chaplains
Assoc. Rabbi Jonathan Gerard will lead this ·
ceremonial meal celebrating Israel's liberation
from Egypt. Tuesday, March 31 , Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, .MUB, 7 p.m. Call 862-1310
or: 742-3976 for reservations. Open to public.

ACADEMIC
LONDON PROGRAM RECEPTION: Students
inter_ested in UNH's London Program are invited
to a reception. Slide show and talk given by Dean .
Barbara Strickler, Dean of Students at Regent's
College, London. J:uesda:Y, March 31, University
Art GaHery, Paul Arts, 7-9 p.m. ·

BOA TING COURSE: The Coast Guard Auxiliary
will b.e presenting a six session "Boating Skills
and Seamanship" course at UNH on Wednesday
evenings, beginning April 1st. Contact Ken Toppin
at Jackson Lab, 862-2175 fot registration and details.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB TRAINING: Training, beginners to advanced. Mon, Wed, Thur, 67: 30 p .m .; Fri 4-5:30 p.m., Sat 10-11 a.m. New
Hampshire Hall stage.
EAST COAST SHOTOKAN KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP TOlJRNAMENT: Competitors trom ,
all over the East Coast Region. Including various
self-defense and martial arts demonstrations.
Sunday, April 5, Lundholm Gym, Field House, 11
.
a.m., $2-bleachers, $5 priority seating.
SUPER AEROBIC CLASS: The Recreation Dept.
invites everyone to a super aerobics class on
Thursday, April 9th in the Field House from 7
to 8: 15 p.m. Rec Dept. instructors w.ill le.ad the
group and all participants will sign a waiver before
working out.

CAREER
The following events are sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement Services:
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS : Small
group w~rkshops .designed to help you assess your
career goals. Sign-up basis only. Thursday, April
2, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m.
ORIENTATION FOR JUNIORS: Mandatory for
students wishing to use office's services next year
(on-campus interviewing and establishing a
credentials file) Graduate school prep~rations, summer jobs ancl internships will also be addressed.
Monday, April 6, 4-4:45 p.m. and Tuesclay, April
14, 1-7:45 p.m., Strafford Room, MUB.
EDUCATION,HUMA NSERVICESANDNO NPROFIT JOB FAIR: 80 employers represented
at N.H. College on Wednesday, April 8,_10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. A great way to make employment contacts.
Complete book of emr,.foyers and positions is a,t
Career Planning & P lacement, Room 203, Hud-~
'
dleston.

STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student Center. Overview
and discussion of stress and stressors, and their
effects on mental/ physical health along with various
coping skills, relaxation techniques, strategies,
and time management. Presented by UNH Health
Services. Thursday, April 2, Underwood House,
·
3:30-5 p.m.
READY- AIM- "OPEN FIRE": Sponsored by
Congreve Hall. Live Band dance featuring live band
"Open Fire" songs from Bon Jovi, U2, Van Halen,
Journey, many o'riginals, and more! Saturday, April
.
4, MUB PUB, 8 p.m. to midnight, $2.
(

.

LITTLE ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW: Sponsored
by UNH Animal Science Club. A fitting ~nd showing
event for s~udents interested in showing a horse,
sheep, beef or dairy heifer. Featuring a chicken
BBQ, sheepdog demo, oxen demo, forestry demo,
petting zoo and pie auction. Saturday, April 11,
_Livestock Activity Center, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., free.

HEALTH
The following notices are sponsored by Health
Education Center, Health Services:
SAFE RIDES: A service providing safe transportation home for drivers under the influence of
alcohol and/ or other drugs and/ or those riding
with them, Thursdays 1 Fridays, and Saturdays, 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. Call 862-1414.
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: Individuals concerned about their drug use are welcome.
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m.
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING:
Individuals concerned about their drin~ing or drug1 •use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon ,
to 1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: -Meeting
for individuals affected by a parent's p,f o blem
drinking. Thursdays, Un~erwood House, 7-·8:30
p.m.

· COMPUTER SERVICES

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Use Computer .
Services Training Menu for online registration ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed
or call 3667 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster.
meeting for women concerned about their ddnking
All courses are held in Stoke Cluster Classroom or drug use. Fridays, Wolff_House, noon to 1 p.m.
unless otherwise specified.
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
INTRODUCTION TO EXCEL FOR FACULTY:
Overview and discussiori of stress/ stressors and
This course provides an introduction to the
their .effects on mental/physical health along with
spreadsheet; data base management, and graphics various coping skills, strategies arid time manfacilities of the Excel software package fqr the agement. Tuesday, March 31, Main Lounge,
Macintosh. Various topics will be covered. Pre- Undergraduate Student Apts., 7 p.m. and Thursday,
requisite: familiar with the Macinwsh. Tuesday, April 2, Non~traditional Student·Center, Under~
April 7 and '.fhursday, April 9, 9:30 a.m. to noon.
wood House, 3:30-5 p.m.
1

GENERAL

MEETINGS

PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Join pther nontraditional students for an informal pizza lunch
every Friday at Underwood House, noon-1 p.m.
for $1 per slice.

COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: Educati'onal workshop on the latest news
concerning Central America and U.S. Foreign policy.
Everyone welcome;. Tuesday, March 31, Merrimack
Roorp; MUB, 6 p.m.

4

NOTICE i NFORMATIONMUS TBESUBMIT- . ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV- on proper forms)

:Our.ham Copy
· Jenk~ns C_ourt•__868-703~.

Write news

RESUMES

By Carolyn E. Bewersdorf
Gregg wrote "While I am very
Armed with nuclear informa- sympathetic to your concerns
tion and an eye - catching pro- and believe I understand that
-test pos ter, Paul Butler of the your motivations were proper.
D nderground Outing Club I do haYe serious reservations
(UOC), a local group protesting about campaigns to raise the
Seabrook, displayed PSNH op- emotional level of the Seabrook
position to recent actions taken issue."
He continued, "In my judgeby the group.
PSNH is the main support ment, the safety of area resisystem .for the Seabrook nuclear dents is so important and the .
power plant.
issues are so corpplex that they
The nine members of UOC can only be. properly addressed
made up 103 signs of protest through reason and rational
to hang on the 13 7 warning debate."
Butler said he. appreciates
sirens located throughout the
10-mile radius surrounding the Judd and Humphrey responding
plam. to his letters, .but feels they
The signs project a message. remain OQ. "neutral ground,"
Stenciled in red and black they something he was hoping would
read:
not happen.
"In the event of a nuclear
Most of the people who
· accident this evacuation siren stopped at Butler's display table
will sound. To avoid radioactive on the second floor in. the MUB
contamination you are to pro- supported Butler and his asso·
ceed immediately in an upwind ciates.
direction away from the plant. ·
One pro-nuclear advocate
Do not attempt to drive as panic asked whether or not Butler was
conditions will make roads "for or against Seabrook." After
dangerous."
hearing his position, the nuclear
Within 24 hours; after the -advocate responded "Oh, too
,
hanging, ESNH had removed bad" and left.
"I haven't heard any pro
all signs . An article in the
Lawrence Eagle Tribune quoted comments," Butler said. "No
Seabrook station spokesman one wants to hear my argument
Rob Williams as saying, "We and ·they fail to present their
think it is unfortunate that a own."
Dave Drukker, a 1983 UNH
small group of alarmists continues to incite fear in peoples' - graduate visiting fro~ Seattle
·
minds."
approached the_table, looked
In response, Butler said, . over the leaflets and voiced his
"When you look at it (the sign), support recalling his days as a
you could say it instills fear, but member of Students Against
my intention was awareness. . Nuclear Energy, an ,active camWe want to make a stink about pus group several years -ago. He
donated $20 to UOC and to the
it ... make people aware that this
thing is in our backyard."
cause saying~, "I love the Seacoast, but I'll never move back
Butler and his companions
feel support from local resi- here again ... not with Seabrook
dents. "While we were out
being a -licensed nuclear power
.
hanging signs, people honked plant."
"There's an equilibrium in
at us in support." Furthermore,
our society, one that no one
in a letter to U .S. Rep. Judd
Gregg, Butler wrote, "In down- ·seems to want to disturb," Butler
said.
town Newburyport, a couple on
· mountain bikes stopped to read
John Morss, a graduate student in economics added, "We' re
our sign, watched us put it up,
all sucked into specialization.
took our picture and thanked
If we all knew 'we affect everus for our effort."
Other support came from a . ything! We could work on non toxic energy sources and exlocal fireman who backed his
truck up to a_siren pole, in front . ercise our ingenuity."
In reference to the recent
of the firehouse. Butler and a·
licensing of Seabrook by the
companion could then reach the
Nuclear Regulatory Commis desired spot to hang the sign.
sion, Butler said, "It's time to
Butler received response letget down and dirty - time is
ters from Rep. Gregg and U.S.
running out."
Sen. Gordan J. Humphrey from
whom similar responses came.

ST

SECURITY OFFICERS _

At Apollo Computer

Fi rst Sec urity At Apo ll o Co mpu te r
is see kin g ind iv idu als pa rt t ime and
full time for all shi fts and wee kend s.
W e offer exce llent work ing co nditio ns,
and competitive wages· with a progressively
structured wage increase plan.

Call 772-1680 NOW

electronically typed

The New

for an appointment~
Equal 'Opportunity Employer

$18.50 includes
-

Local group
protes ts Seabr ook·

.

typing, 25 resumes, matching sheets, envelopes
revisions made easily w/our 1 yr. memory storage

Hampshir e

FicTl First. Security
~

Services Corp.
, t27
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New Hampshire .:.

,(P~ t~;~,

ST.. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE ·

, . ,~

_

7

r(1;J1]r·
.

,/

. ..~ : /
( ~-~~~: -

-

~ew York State

'

• Arrro\ed Fehruary 4, 1987 by the ~ew York Siate Ed~cation Department for the
rurro~e of conducting a dinical clerkship program in New York teaching hospitals.
• St. C,ei.)lge's received a 'Similar approval in 1985 from the · ,ew Jerse) Board of. Medical Examiners; thi~ establi\hes St. George'.s as the only foreign medical school
wit,h ;mtr.uction in English that has state,approved campuses in hoth New York
and New Jersev.
·
• (her 700 stud~nts ha\e tran,s ferred -to U.S. medica l schooh. St. (1eorge's ha~
graduated over 1,000 physicians:
·
~
They are licensed in 39 ~tates;
,
They hole! faculty position, ih 20 US medical s-:hools- 250:o ;ha\t:; .b, ·n Chief
Residents in 119 U.S hospitals (according 10 a 1,986 survey).
• St. George's is ~ntering its second decade of.medical education. L~ the r:, · decade,
we were cited hy The Journal of the American Medical Association (.Ian,,,:, y 1985)
:,1•, ranking number one bf di major foreign medical schools in the iniiial pass rate
· ,r, the ECFMG exam.
.
• .x George's ·is one of the few fore:~•1 medical schools whose student-..qualify for
Guaranteed Studem L::>ans. Our students also qualify for the PLUS ALAS loans
ari'.l under certain conditiohs,-VA loans. St. George's grants _a limited number of
;, ,., , and scholar-ships 10 enterin-g stud,ents.'
,

(

,.

_,.,,

1,

I!

In-House Ar.I -Dept

603/431-8:' 10

'

.

Au)umn Pond Pafk .. Rte. 10,1, •. _Green /and, NH ·

EMT
' Emergency Medical Technician , Certification Programs
(Physical Educationn 684-3 ~redit Course)
Summer Semester J987
June 22 till August 20th
Mon, Wed & Thur 6:30-10:00 p.m.

Fall Semester 1987
Mon 6:30-10:30 p.m: &
Wed 6:30-9:30 p;m.

For applications and further information ........
Contact the Physical Education. Office in
New Hampshire Hall at 862-2070 ·

\

REGIS,TER NOW FOR LIMITED VACANCIES·

(516) 665-8500

WE WORK AS,
LATE AS YOU DO

At Brockton Hospital we know the future of nu~sing
depends on the quality of opportunities provided
for each individual nurse as your _career progresses.
Affiliated with the Boston University School of
Medicine, we-combine ~me of the finest teaching
~nvironments anywhere in New England ,..with the
special caring of a comm.unity health care facility.
We are a 301-bed private, a~ute care facility_ ideally
located on Boston's South Shore.
'

-

. '

• Hooded Pullovers • TotH • BasebaN Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts··• Aprons • Custom Designs
Plu• Hundred• of Spec:ialty Adverthl119 Item• .

'e"· Jerse)·

St. Georg~\ Univ/rsit) School of Medicin~ / 3 51
c/o Tht' foreign Medical School Servict's Corporation
On~ East Main Street • Bal Shore.. ~t'W York 11706

.

We have moved-please note our new address
'T-Shirts '-

Lniled Kingdom

i ,If information
plea.I~ contµc/
the (Ojfice of
· Admissions

P-~!!!~KS

{

Affiliated Hospitals in

GRENADA
ST. V1Nct:!'JT

, ··

We are now accepting applications for positions in
our 1987 nursing orientation program. We offer:
·
■ .a dynamic, progressive nursing

'NURSING
FOR TiiE

envuonm,nt; ·
a structured 9-week orientation program, ·
uincluding 7-week preceptorship, designed
needs of ~e new grad;.
\ to.meet
■ regularly scheduled "in-service" prOgJCimS,
as well as -staff education instructors on all

■

th•

shifts;
■

·

W'h~never you need clear, quality copies, come to
Kinko 's·. We· re open earl~pen late, and open
. weekends.
. . ,'. ·
-

a highly competitive benefit package.

Our first orientation starts Jur:ie 1, 1987.
Call Brenda Brassard at (617) 586-2600, ext. 1236 for ·
ar. immed,ate \nterview. Phones are open 24
· hours/da" ! We are an equal opportunity employer.
j

When you're working ~ate, ifs good to know you're not
· working alone. ·
·

'

kinko•s~

-B~ocktoh Ho.s pital
680 Centre St., Br?ckton, MA 02402

Creat copies. creat _people.

·51 Main Street Durham
868-6322 ·

.UNH Celebrity Series .presents'

r------------~~~-------~~,
EATING CONCERNS:
I

I

I
A
I
.I ·
I -~. ·

I
I

I
1-

I

I'

Yardstick for Self-Image
'

1

~-4 A workshop for women
preoccup,ied with rfood, ,..
Weight, ~nd body image
and experiencing cohcerns aro'-!nd their eating
patterns. ·

· I_
II

/ -"REIGNS'SUPREME~

Ne'w York Times

8 p.m. Tl)esday, April 7
JOHNSON THEATER, UNH
Tickets: MUB Tic~et Office .
862 -2290 Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-4 P:m.
General Public $12; UNH Faculty/Staff $10. Senior Citjzens $9; UNH,Students $8
All tickets at the door $12
Tri<1,in G major, Hayd'rf; 'lrio .in A minor, Ravel;
: TipJ;in Eflat major, ,Op. ·100, Schubert

1---.

I

II
I

.I
,I

I

L----

I
I
I
I

I.
I·

1
1

II
I

I
I

-Date: April 7, 1987
Time: 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Facilitators: Ellen_ Becker
& Cynthia Shar
Place: Counseling an_
d Testing Center

Schofield House

I
'I ·

II
I

To sign ui> for workshop,call862-2090.
Walk-ins invited if:there is room available.

I
I

l

,_ ----------.:..... _.;.. ___ ..,..._.
,,, .
.,;,--,
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<continued from page

Come to the NEW :-.

FISH SHANTY
Eat for Health
• A New Healthier Menu
Broiled, Poached, Charbroil
• Daily Chef's.Special
• Waitress-Service and .your ·
favorite Lunch & Dinner Cocktails
Now serving until 9:00 pm; Sundays 11 :00-7:00 _

471 :Central Ave., Dover, N.H.
Take Out Still Available

749:434s

r
TIC/lETTO
EtJROP~
Rli ff' . . .
· .. ·

·-,ur :ao·
·I

IS991
'

/

appoint Price Waterhouse, Inc.,
Boston to conduct the financial
, audit fo1; the System's 1987 fiscal
year. _
· Acco.rding to 'Finance - and
Budget Committee Chairman _
Hollis E. Harrington, the board
is satisfied with firm's service
and personnel who has been
auditing for the pa,s t six years. '
Due to the board's policy of
selecting a different external
auditing form every six to eight
years, the Finance and Budget
Committee will recommend a
new firm next-year. According
to Grant;· the policy -is ·common
prac6ce for most corpor;itions.
Other decisions included the
granting of four honorary de"'.
grees and five Granite State
· aw'ards to be given at spring
commencement of University
System institutions. The board
also approved appointment of
The warm w@ather this week led to some welcom~ landscaping. John Q. Aber as associate pm--(Craig Parker photo)
fessor with tenure in the UNH
Department of Forest Resources and Institute fot the Study
of Ear.~h, Oceans and Space. - ,
Aber is currently a forestry
department faculty ipember and
researcher at the University of
Wisconsin_: (Madison). His new
appointment will be effecfive July 1.
-The board's nex:f business
meeting is scheduled for 9:30_.
a.m. Saturday, April 25, at
Keene State College~ --.. ·
'

/s /ce/andalf

~-----►·----···•

t

TH,4T'SS()MENUMBEl(l_
_,>

/

·•

Round trip
BOSTON
starting at

':
•
:

from

LUXEMI,JURG
$358 :
LONDON 370 .:
:ST. THOMAS
- 269 •
TEL AVIV 620 - · •
•
.CARACAS
321
BOGOTA
594
•• STOCKHOLM
440
•• HONGKONG - 764
•
: Also, EURAIL pASSES, INT'L

.•

·: STUDENT.ID. WORK/STUDY
1
-:
ABROAD,AYHCARDS,LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more! CALL for
FREE Student Travel Catalog!
1

-

-

COUNCIL TRAVEL
_•
•
.:
:

(617)2~6-1926 CAMBRIDG~
, (617)497-1497

.
-·····················
.

.

lcelandair Direct to Luxembourg from ·Boston
·
is only $599 round trip!
· ·
• Free express motorcoaches to.Germany, Holland and Belgium.
. • Only $15 bytrain to Switzerland pnd France. Economical
, .
·
.
· Eurailpasses are availabl_e.
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per
week short term and even lower for long term rentals.* .
• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per nightinJ9 _
European Countries.**
• Our unrestricted fares are also ·super low pdced to Paris and
Frankfurt.
·,
• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington

n
aciOrla~CELANDAJR,=

$79 including lunch in a
souvenir fanny pack.
Three schedules per day; weekends, starting April 4, weather
permitting. Multi-day and lodging
packages, and group rates availat>le. Round trip sight-seeing
tickets available.

Call for reservations and Info

1-800-922-TUCK
The Mount Washington
CogRallway
Mt. Washington, NH -

CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Far:e facts: Super Apex Fare is valid 611/87 thru 917/87. 7 day minimum/60 day maximum. Payment 14 days J:>rior to departure. Fares subject to
, ,. -. , , , •. ., . .

change. Penalty for cancellation,~ departure tax and $10 U.S. customs/immigration fee. Limited availability, other restrictions may apply.
., : •~Pr,i~s.b_ased,on rc!.te.·,:,f exchange 2/11L87. •.•Beservations subject to availability. Full refuAds with a 1A day J,>nor,aan,cellatior:1. . , , •• - • .

-
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MARKEY·
(continued from page 1)
unnecessary, she would push for
With the Greeks moved offthe position to be terminated campus, Markey said. the Greek
and push for putting the money houses would be purchased · and
saved by terminating it into a turned into community service
student scholarship fund.
dorms similar to the miniThis money would be _signif- dorms.
icant since the president makes
According to Markey, the
about $100,000 a year, according community service idea is a good
to Markey . Haaland also has one but i_t ·does not get enough
control of an entertainment ,support from the University and
fund, said Proctor, and this too the senate. She said the miniwould be stripped away.
do~ms are an ·undesirable place
'T d like to find what this fund to live because they "are made
is and take it from him," Proctor of cardboard," are very close to
said.
·
the railroad tracks, and are too
According to Proctor, this far from the center of campus.
fund, which is in the range of
Because ·the mini-dorms are
· $25,000, would also be funneled so unattractive the community
into the scholarship fund.
, service idea does not work, said
The scholarship fund would :Markey.
be created for students currently
"They (mini-dorm residents)
enrolled in the RQTC program don't feel wanted, they don't feel
because they cannot afford needed," 1 she said. "They're
· college without it, said Markey. _shoved off-campus and labeled
She said these students were in a bunch of granolas."
the military strictly for money,
With the community service
so "they don't realize what the dorms replacing frarernities,
military is all about:"
they would become an active and
Markey said she would push vital part of the campus, said
to throw ROTC off-campus in
an effort to . demiltarize the ·
campus.
''.Military training does not
belong in an academic environment," Markey said.
While the other presidential
tickets stressed the continuance
of progress made by the Jay
Ablondi administration, Markey
claims progress has not even
started. She said neither Ablondi
nor the candidates are capable ·
of getting things done through
University officials.
"None of the other candidates
have the guts to stand up to the
administration," Markey said.
Markey cited the David Fland- ·
ers incident as an example. She
said Haalan_d granted Flanders,
director of Public Safety, $4,000
to·travel to China to learn about
safety techniques.
According to Markey, there
was no investigation to see how
this money was used because
senate officials backed away
from U Riversity pressure.
Markey's press agent Rick
Kohn said the senate would
change its focus from the Student Activity Fee to the international scope. He said the
senate should be more con..,
cerned with students all over the world.
"It (the senate) should" be
more political. We should be
fighting for student's rights
everywhere," Kohn said.
Markey said the international
scene will affect students since
the US is posed with 50,000
t.roops in Hondorus, ready to
invade Nicaragua and El Salvador.
With this invasion, under- ·
graduate students would be
drafted to fight, Markey said.
On this event, Markey said she
would pe.rsonally stage and
organize a rally to burn draft
cards.
"We need a student senate
to lead -this campus in a time
of crisis," she said.
Markey ·s aid she would also
propose a five-year plan to get
rid-of the Greek system. She said
the Greek system would slowly
·fade out from pressure over
these five years.
The Greek system "develops
unhealthy male and female
interactions," said Markey. She
said she is also concerned with
the high rate of alcoholism
among fraternity members, the
elitist attitudes the system builds
into members, and the negative
stereotypes the system promotes.

· Markey.
The University trustees
would also come under attack
from the Markey administration. Markey claimed to be upset
·over lack of student input on
the Board of Trustees (there is
_ one student trustee) and said_ .
she would work to improve it. • ·
'-'That's a token voice and
we're a majority," Kohn said,
"kind.of like South Africa."
Markey said she is in favor ·
of taking away some of the
duties of Public Safety. She
' suggested spending money in. stead on social workers to break
up fights which may occur on
campus:
Of the two candidates, Proctor has the most experience with
administrative bodies. While
Markey has spent her three
years as an active member in
the Progressive Student Network, Proctor has served as
president, secretary, and treasurer in her three semesters in
Woodruff House.

~ord Association
(603) 689-6447
Word Prooesslng • 'Typing • Transcription
Durham, .New Hampshire .
-- -
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-, STREET, PORTS ..

Relax at the priv,te hot tub room rentals!·

• Showers Dressin9 Are■ end Stereo In l11eh Roo111. •
·
•Towels_& Heir Dryers Furnished• Juices & Disposobl' Bothinq Swits Aniloltle•

<

Tan bed 10 visits on~y $35
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We Deliver
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Tamboli recalls native past
.By Joanne Bourbeau

·such a small child," says TamElizabeta Tamboli's apart- boli.
An ·even harder time for her
ment smells like good food. She
places a plate of freshly-made was during the resistance moveanisette cookies on the coffee ment against Mussolini.
"We ·hid in cave during the
table anq firmly but graciously
uprising," recalls Tamboli.
asks her guest to try one.
This 86 year-old Italian-born "After that, I slept in barns with
woman survives much more my brothers at night because
than the years mapped in the · of the bombs that attacked
soft wrinkles of her face. To see buildings."
During the day, she stayed in
her playfully chasing after her
cat Milo with her walker, calling her home and worked the fields
out "Kitty, Kitty," you would with her three other brothers.
"I work from dawn 'til dusk
never guess the ordeal she went
through almost 65 years ago. sometimes," Tamboli says. "It
During the brutal reign of wasn't too hard sleep at night."
She met her husband Alberto
Italy's Benito Mussolini, Tamboli hid in a cave for almost a while he 'was living next door
month. Her brothers were in- to her in her village. She chuckvolved in a resistance movement les to herself, and talks about
against the Black Shirts, the the time he came over dressed
Italian fascist militia under as a woman to make her laugh.
· After they were married with
Mussolini's rule.
Today she wears her long gray two children, he left for America
hair in a tight bun behind her ~ to begin a life for them in Boston
head. Her boyish figure stands - away from fascist Italy. He sent
4 feet 10 inches, but she looks for his family a short time later.
Tamboli now lives alo·ne in
even smaller when she sits.
Her cold, crooked fingers the two-room apartment of her
cover the hand of her guest. Her . daughter Vanda's home in Plaisblue eyes, dull with age but still tow, Nff Her husband is still
alive, a resident of a nearby
alert, never leave the visitor's.
She spe~ks softly, in broken nursing hoine. Senility has made
English, about her life in Vil- him forget who she is, but she
lona, Italy. Her face becomes still visits him once a week.
"Nana is th~ most special
sad and reminiscent. She says
she left school in the third grade, person I know," says Tamboli's
after both her parents died granddaughter Nancy
.
within a short time of each McSheehy. _
"She loves America so much,
other, to cook and clean for her
probably bec,a use she doesn't
five older brothers.
"That was a· hard time for _ha ye to be afraid like she used

to," McSheehy says.
Tamboli pours herself another glass of red wine.
·
"Medicinal," she .says with
a smirk.
Most of the pictures that
decorate the canary yellow walls
of her simply furnished living
room are religious. Tamboli says
it _;y.,as the "grace of God" t,hat
got her through most of her life.
· She says adapting to life in
the United States was difficult .
at first. She nursed Vanda until
she was nine months old because
she couldn't communica-te
enough to buy milk.
"It was frustrating," remembers Tamboli.
Tamboli's daughter says "My
mother's been through a lot.
_
'Tm glad I can give her
something now I couldn't before," she says.
Tamboli sees her son-in-law
Jack as her provider since she
lives under his roof. She feels
she'd be in a nursing home if
it wasn't for him.
"There's nothing I wouldn't
do for Ma," says Mr. McSheehy
of his mother-in-law.
·
'Tm in a position where I can
provide for her, and I do it
gladly," he says. "She's an
extraordinary lady."
,
Of her life now, Tamboli says
"I live like a queen."
She might as well be royalty
with Milo perched affectionately
against her feet and a r_emote
control that connects her with
42 cha·nnels.

W-rite new.~.for THE _NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your
name-.in print

-The 6th Annual

Student
Talent
Show
to be held
April 11, 1987
MUBPub

Hurry and Enter
Applications are Available
Student Activities Office
Room 126, MUB

Registration Deadline
April 2, 1987
Prizes: First
$150
Second$ 50
Third Concert Tickets

/

TUES_DAY MARCH 31
Sweet and Sour Fried Noodles
Pineapple Chicken
Fried Rice
Stir-Fry Broccoli With Mushrooms
Oriental Soup
Velvet Mushroom Soup
Peach Fruit Pudding
WEDNESDAY APRIL 1
Cheese Enchiladas
Corn and Zucchini
Re.fried Beans
Gazpp.cho
Cream of Chicken Soup
Coffee Kahlua Mousse
•

I

THURSDAY APRIL.2
Spinach Quiche
Chicken Rice Casserole
Broccoli and Onion Casserole
Fresh Vegetable Soup
New England Fish Chowder
Apple Pie with Sour Cream · .

FRIDAY APRIL 3
Let the MUB staff prepare lunch for you!
Come by and have a sandwich, salad, or something
from the grill!

.
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TASk Workshop Calendar

E~Y EXAMS: PREPARATION AND STRATEGIES - Would ·you like to learn
strategies for organizing your thoughts to answer essay questions effectively end
in the am6unt of time allotted? By learning to pick out the key words in the
questions and outlin.ing your ideas, you can write more concise essays.

ine Tra1nlng In Academic Skills (TASkl Center nelps undergraduate students ne lp tnemselves l:ly
teacning new and practical ways to learn and Improve academ1c performance.
• Academ1c Sl<ills Wor1<snops
• lndlv1duallzed Study Sk111s Help
• Reading.Assessment
·

l'.Jf8

EXAM ANXIETY - Does anxiety or nervousness keep you from performing as well
as you would like on exams? Thl_s workshop outnnes practical and helpful test
taking strategies that may help you to keep calm during exams and improve your

• Course Information
• Personal Advising
• Referral

The T ASk Center Cthe red and white house) 21 Madbury Rd.

gr!Ol.

UNH

862-3698

OBJECTIVE EXAMS: PREPARATION AND STRATEGIES - Do you feel that what you
know was not fully reflected in your grooe? This workshop will present
strategies you can use to improve your performance on multiple choice and truefalse exams.

Hours: Mondlry tnrougll Fridlry 6:00 AM to 4:30 PM - Evening 110urs are 111so 1111eilllble.

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES-

• Sub{ect Area Tut dring
• Individ ualized Read ing an d Wri ting Assistance
• Support Services for Lea rn ing Di sa bl ed Stud ents
• Graduate Sc hool Prepar ati on 1md Advi sing

The federally-fund ed Student Support Services
compon ent of th e T ASk Center can provide additio n services to
stud ents who qualify. In addition to Study Skill s, th e
foll owing services are avai lable to matri c ulated undergradua te
stu dents who are first generation c ollege students AND
low-income OR ha ve a doc umented physic al handicap or lea rning
disa bility:

Mo~

I;f i
~

..

Tuesday

..9lpril
6
Writers·
Workshop
2PM

I

Organtzlng
Info 11 AM

Time Budgeting
5PM

.I

Thucsday

[[II

Effective
Reading
10 AM

2

;{
)
II

WRITERS" WORKSHOP - This resource is available several times each week for
students to use on an.as:-needed basis. Bring your writing assignment and receive
suggestions for getting started, narrowing focus, organizing, and completing
special writing tasks. You can also get feedback on writing in progress.

1="cida(4

I

rn

ORGANIZING INFORMATION .- This workshop explains powerful learning
strateg1es that w111 help you organize and remember Information. Learn how to
create colorful mindmaps as well as charts and diagrams of the concepts you need
to know.
·

Contact T ASk right awa y to find out
. if yo u are eligible for th ese FREE services.

~

llifill

7

:[iID

_r

RESEARCH PAPER WRITING - This series of three workshops takes you stepby-step through the research writing process: 1) select, define and focus on a
topic, 2) locate information in the library and record sources in an efficient
manner 3) organize Ideas and write using the proper form.

3

Writers·
Work.shop
11 AM ,

8

9

Starting
Re!le arch
10 AM

-~,
~

Notetaklng
10 AM

Objective
Exams I PM

If?
II

Writers·
Work.shop
11 AM

'

10

NOTETAKING "- Could .your notes be more helpful to you in recalling important
Information at the time when you need it most? This workshop w111 teach you hoW
to improve your notet~ ing skills and review your notes for better retention.
EFFECTIVE READING - How useful are your reading strategies for college-18','.el
work? Whether you are having a spec1f1c problem with your reading assignments
or just want some general pointers for improving comprehension and retention,
this workshop will 00'.lress your concerns:

,f

13

,.,.:::;

) ~~/

lITII

Writers·
Work.shop
2PM

11

c,

.; 3';:

Objective
Exams 5 PM

A

-.:J

15
i

m

How lo do
Research
10 am

Exam Anxiety
JI AM

20

.

I

Technical
Reading 5 PM

; <>

J.

.
..

27

l :>

-

I' ►

Writers·
Workshop
2 PM

TlrnA Budgeting

S PM

[[II·

21

Obj ective
Exams ! 1AM

~ID
3

.@-~

~ Planning for

l il

Gr ad School
12:30 PM

\-.:.,,0

22
Writing about
Research IO AM
Time Budgeting·
I PM
Planning ror
Grad School
4 PM

28
Final Exam
l 11mL Preparation
E)if\H .
11 AM

&~'~,
'••~[;'

,p

;,'-

G
:[m]

Organizing
Info I PM

EFFICIENT READING - Oetting the most out of the time you spend reading is vital
to college success. This workshop will introduce selective reading strategies that
can benefit stuoonts at all levels.

Writers
Workshop
11 AM

23

29
Efficient
Reading
10 AM

17

Budget jng
i!~ Time
10 AM

II

.

Writers·
Work. shop
2 PM

16

f5'

-

FI NALS PREPARATION - Do you have a plan for preparing for finals? Will there
be enough time to carry it out? Come learn the most effective ways to organize
your time and materials for sanity and success.

21

Essay Exams
10 AM

LONG -RANGE PLANNING FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL - ldeai for the Freshman, Sophomore or Junior who is even remotely considering gr!Ktuate or professional
school. Information Is provided on researching prl)Jrams, planning a course of
stoo;, use of job experience and activities, financing, and _UNH campus resources.

Writers·
Work.shop
11 AM

30
,!~

0

,,. :::;

A'/
i
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TIME BUDGETING :- Do you have enough time for everything you've got to oo?
This workshop will teach you to determine and manag3 ecooemic priorities and
still hsYe a full and balanced life.

Exam Anxiety
10AM
Writer!!"
Workshop.
11 AM

TECHNICAL READING - Are you satisfied that you ere getting the information you
need from your texts? You can learn a set of strategies which will enable you to
improve your concentration, comprehension and retention of course material.

- -- ---

••••••••-.•••••••••••••••••.-.•.v.•.•.-.•.•.-.•.••-.••-.•••••••,.•.-.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.-.•.••••••••••••••••

sen your car
•
1n

The New Hampshire
classifieds!
Sub mit ads to
The New . Ham pshi re
busi ness offic e, Rm. 108, MUB,
Mon day.thro ugh Friday, 10-3.
.

J

..

.

($1 · per 20 word s)

.
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1

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE .
2 paid positions for the 1987-88 academic year

MAJOR EVENTS INTERN
-responsible for the planning and implementing
of campus wide events
-flexible hours
-position provi!1es leadership experience

VENDOR INTERN
-manages MUB vendors
-interprets and enforces Uni'!ersity
commercial sales policy .
-8-10 hours weekly

QUESTIONS??? WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION???
Come by the Student Activities Programming Office for
applicatio:p.s, Room 126/MUB, 862-1001 ..

.

i
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UNI-I Chaplains
· Invite You

.A .Passdlf,r Seder ···

1111 ·

·7

p.m~1f-~"March 31·

Hillsboro~-

Rm.,. MUB

·Student .Admissions ·
. · Rep~esentatives

- II

· - to -

PAGE -THIRTEEN ·

.

,

Applications are available from
- Monday, March 23 thr_o ug·h
Friday, ,April 10 in the Admissions _
Office, Grant House (yellow .house
directly across the street from
Sawyer HalL)
Application deadline is Friday·, -April IO at 4:30.p.m.
.

,

I

-

will explain thi.s significant ·
event fo·r Jews and Chris'tians.

Free

· Inforritation sessions for prospective Reps will be held
on the following days:
Tuesday, March 31
3:30-5:30 p.m. .
Belknap Rm., MUB

Open to all

. Wedne~day, April 1
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
,.,!Bel~nap Rm., Ml)B _

STUDENT S~NATE
NEEDS YOU ... ·
.

-

University got you
_ down? _-,

.I

Positions Available .Assistant Personnel
·and
Information .Officer _
Executive Position!!
A Paid' Position
Pick up applicat~on~ in Rm~ 130 MUB

Student Senate can find a~swers to your questions!
We need to hear from you
·
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Student Award Nominations
The time has come again to consider nominations for
Student Awards.-This is an opportunity for you to
recognize outstanding stude11:_ts at the University.
Listed below you will find descriptions for each of
the awards. Listed below .you wiU find descriptio,ns
for each of the awards and a . nomination form.
Your nominations must be submitted
no later than April 10, .1987 for consideration
by the Student Awards Committee.

Student Senate A wards

"To honor the graduating senior
who has displayed outstanding
student service to the University."

~Jere A. Chase Service Award:
:..

,.q.,

The Hood Achievement Prize:

."To honor the senior man who has
shown the greatest potential contribution
through charact~r,' scholarship, leadership
-u~~fu\lness." ,
"To honor·the seniot,women who ·have
__ proy~!-1 ~!ieir value ,t o t.b!r·.stude.nt b9dy_ throµg4
scholarship, self-help, leadership and:loyalty.

~The
University Women's
Award: ·
.
"f•~:1

.

•

'

----~----~---~-------------------~--~------~----------------~--~---·---~
· JJ¥

Student Awards.Nominations Applic~tion-~
'

Submitted by:
Campus Address

'

.i

-----------------------------

'

Return By Friday April 10, 1987
To: Student Awards Committee
Student Senate Office
Rm _130 MUB

Name and Address of n o m i n e e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - Award for which you are nominating h i m / h e r : - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

His/Her qualifications (please include gpa): - - - - ' - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l

Applications willalso be available
in the Student Senate Office:
,r- ,._
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LEGAL .PROBLEMS? .

We can help ...

FREE
:coNSUlTATIO,NS
•,

Have a case of

• cr;~·t1uv.Stwkni Senauv,

Spring Break

{ M R / ~ - Uµ

blues??.?

of cJuuir.

'

-~

. -

~- ~

~~

.

Well the Fun

LAWYER'S HOURS:.

ISN'T OVER YET ...

10 am;-/ prrv

7 -.8: 30 prrv

Spring-Jubilee April 23-26

cw~

7-8:30 prrv

.er;~

-t-5 rurv

· mCUWJ ~-

t 3t

!"'•111111111111111111111m11111111.... 111 ............... 11..11111111111..11111....1111 ..111 ..11 .. 11uwu111......................................, ,

i

HYDRO GEOLOGIST

WHAT'S FOR DINNER? - :;

I

I=

DISH YOUR IDEAS AT .
.
. .
THE FOOD COMMITTEE 'MEETING

- ·= .

a

i
i--~-----~--------~----~~~----------1
·

· Groundwater Xechnol~gy Inc.,
· a fast growing enviroQmental consulting
-firm seeks entry-level hydro geologists.

Meetmgs, held every two weeks, offer a forum
.§
for student members to work with administrators in offering
the best possible dining services to UNH.
·

iI

I

·- 1.
=

If you have background courses in 'hydrology
and geology and-are looking for rapid career
growth, we are interested in talking with you.

II

TOPICS OF DISCUSSION

I-i

1. Assist in ·~~r~~~~~R~/service;
.
make recommendations
2. Communicate student concerns in your residence area
3. Taste test and evaluate new menu items
=
4. Recommend Nutrition Education projects
5. Conduct surveys
6. Plan special events
7. Evaluate meal plan options
8. Assist in development of effective waste campaign
9. Any item of interest tO the Food C~m~ittee ·.
11P

I

~----------------~----~----------The next meetings will be: Tuesday March 31st

\

\.

at 7:00 p.m. in Huddleston Oak Room. (Enter
thru Dean
Student's entrance).
The second meeting is Thursday April 9th
at 11 :15 a.m. in Stillings Dining Hall.

of

51

I

~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;.;~~~~~ ~~~~~IJl,,.

5

..

Students interested in joi_n ing the committee
should contact Hanne Dawson, Stillin2s, 862~2583

·=

••t..i•i11111n•i1111111l1•i'lnrili•li1n1i11ui1l1fl1t1iui1i1i1(1iili1n..111111i111in1i11i1i11ho•i•l..l1f1A•i•fln1t1in11ndl'I

,l11111 ..111.....•••..

·

.
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Editorial
The saf est inv estm ent
"Investing in education is an investment"
in the futurejf New Hampshir e and its
,
people.n
USN H promotion al pamphlet
While the above qoute is taken from a
USNH advertism ent, it stiU carries a lot
ot weigbt. Investing in the .U niversi_ty
System of New Hampshire is indeed a g<?od
investmen t in the state of New Hampshire .
This is not only a solid investmen t because
the universitie s and ·colleges are educating
New Hampshir ~ residents - it is a sol.i d
financial investmen t -as well, as a recent
.
study has indicated. - . .
_by
performed
study,
the
to
According
stl~d~nt,
graduate
a
and
professor
a UNH
USNH contribute d a net of $45 m1ll10n
to 'New Hampshir e's 'economy last year.
The state provided $35.1 million to the
University Sys tern to help operate UNH,

Keene State College, Plymouth State
College, UNH at Manchest er, a'nd the
School for Lifelong Learning. This. means
New Hampshire made a $10 million profit
last year by investing in the University
System. _
A 3 3 percent return on any investmen t
is considered successfuL Therefore , one
must wonder why Gov. Sununu proposed
a drastically reduced USNH budget for the
next three fiscal years. Luckily, the state
legislature has proposed a much more
acceptable budget, but it is still far below
what the University System has requested.
The study _also revealed for each dollar
the state invested an additional $2.74 was
kicked into the New Hampspire econorµy.
Last year, that meant the University System
bwught over $96 million into the New ·
Hampshir e economy, including over $45
million from out of state students.,

With this study, it'has been proven the
University System is good for the state of
New Hampshire . It has been an important
part of the stable New Hampshire economy
Gov. Sununu speaks so highly of. To reduce
the investmen t, as the governor wants, or
to give the University System more than Gov. Sununu but less that;i requested, as
the legislature has suggested as a comprom. ise, would not only hurt the Universit y
System but weaken the state's economy. ·
And not one of Gov. Sununu's loyal
constituen ts would want that. If USNH
ends up with a $102 millfon budget both
. the state and the University 'System would
lose. The legislature should be urged to
approve· the University System's request.
As the study shows, they have notping to
lose. ·

_I,

of litter.
the differences between the Judeo- · no matter what kind it is, is the
Thank you.
Christian heritage of America and responsibility of both partners. If
the Communist-n eopagan efforts both individuals want to get in. Sincerely Yours,
of our enemies. This might explain volved in a situation, both should
To the Editor:
J. Gregg Sanborn
.
.
· the guilt and remorse· he expresses be willing to take precautions and
The arrival of Spring results in
To the Editor:
Dean for Student Affairs
in having been involved in Vietnam. both should take responsibility for
I want to thank Mr. Burton for . Until he is able to appreciate the any results, positive or negative . considerable increased- outside activity for students, faculty, and staff.
. fulfilling his duty to his country,
strengths of America, and partica consequence, more trash tends
A~
serving in Vietnam, and buying
article
this
that
considering
Also,
ularly our Godgiven values, he will .
on campus grounds
time for despera_te Asian countries
continue to mourn his military is dealing with the prevention of to accumulate
detracts from the beauty of
to build their defenses against
record. Perhaps he will look at post- A.I.D .S., it's obvious that the use · which
To the Editor:
our campus.
expansionist communist predator
1975 Indochina and find the dif- of protection by men would reduce
· Hooray for the March 6 article
& Roads
Grounds
UNH
The
regimes. Mr. Burton says that no
horrible
this
of
spreading
pax~
the
ferences between the intended
on WUNH! Besides giving us
humanly
is
what
does
·Department
one asked them their stories when
use
th~
Americana and the genocide per- syndrome much more than
possible to keep our campus clean · historical background it informed
they returned from Vietnam. But
petrated there by the people he of protection by women.
the public about some of the ideas
world,
the
and attractive. However, we all have
around
in countries
It surprises me that a doctor at
.
fought.
the station. Thanks for
behind
to
share
our
do
to
at
responsibility
people watched in admiration
Our country has a beautiful and this University would think in this
giving this needed and deserved
unnefrom
free
campus
the
keep
the American effort. And on behalf
that
recommend
highly
I
honorable heritage that we can and manner.
attention to the best radio station'
trash build -up. I ask that
of those who never got a chance
should show to others less fortu- Dr. Patterson re-evaluate his opin- ces~ary
around!·
of
beauty
the
maintain
to
help
we
to shake his hand, I'd like to say
nate.· We can hold up the banner ion and look .iJ.t this issue in this
enthe
preserve
andBurton."
campus
our
Wayne
Capt.
Sincerely,
"Thank you
of freedom. It is when Americans perspective. Thank you.
vironment by properly disposing
Sharon C. Buonopane
Mr. Burton saw the unpleasant
Julia Sinclair
the God that made this country
deny
side of the war, even as he tried to
great that they are unable to point
make sense of it, and allay the
the direction for others to follow.
misery of it all for the war orphans.
When America intervenes in CenAmerican
I am sure that there were
tral America, it will be to safeguard
abuses of power, far in excess of
the rights of all Americans to life,
DAV ID C OLSON. Ed ito r-in-Chief _
anything reported....at My Lai. I am
liberty, a'nd the pursuit of happ also sure that they were nothing
iness. Such rights are being
JOANNE MAR INO. Manag in g Edi tor
PETER A. KATZ . Managi ng Editor
in comparison to the bloodbath that
trampled on. by the SovietROBER T BOSWO RTH . News Ed ito r
·
MA RLA G . SM IT H . N E;) ws Ed it o r
followed the American withdrawal.
Cuba
of
supported governments
To the Editor:
JAMES CARRO LL. Features Ed itor
s Editor
Sport
L.
KAMPERSA
RICK
After America withdrew from
an9 Nicaragua. There should be no .
I've been at UNH long enough
CRA IG PARKER. Photo Editor
STU EVANS . Photo Ed ito r
Indochina, the true nature of the
guilt in American hearts when we to have almost gotten used to being
- KRISTEN RUSSELL. Business Manager.
enemy began to emerge, and the
are forced to intervene for the treated like dirt by· the university
CARR IE F. KEAT ING. Adver!'is ing Manager
Western media, true to form spared
freedoms <)f the oppressed. E~en administration , but inviting George _
us the gory details of the communist
handful
a
by
if it is impressed on us
Bush to speak at graduation is too
Chri s Hei senberg
· oppression, under the guise that
·Advertising Associates St ephani e Nort on
of liberals brandishing their Viet- much. Here is a man who · is a key
Bet h Ineson
JoAnn Scham bi er
C hris Germa in
America needed to forget.
Kum ar
Jay
natra
nam veterans-status.
Si
Lisa
o
so
Nel
eph
Jos
figure in possibly the biggest
America was in Vietnam to bring
Arthur Liz ie
. Jennifer Whit e
Pau l Ratc li ffe
Sincerely,
United
the
infect
to
ever
scandal
McC. Coll ins
Pau11na
Photographers
,
Mgr.
the
Business
tyranny
Asst
to people oppressed by
Marian B. Noronha States Executive Branch, and we' re
Frank Moo re
Brya n Alexa nder
· Karen Pszen ny
Godgiven freedoms that we know,
Pl oo f
L.
a
lo
Laur
tel
Cos
n
Loree
,
Circulation Mgr.
being shamed by having him as our
Chris Pol lett
enjoy, and take for granted, there
Debb ie Corco ran
Tracy Parl-'8r
Deborah Robi nson
graduation speaker.
C urt Grace
Asst Sports Editor
is no problem in that . There is a
Robi n Sant o
Roni t.La rone
Pc:1 •_; S ::e;r.; -- r; .
and
Republican
a
were
I
if
Even
not
are
goals
such
when
problem
Stephen Skobelef f
Ma rla G. Smi th
Copy Readers
resent
still
would
I
Bush,
supported
Ka tie Wardle
pos1
Tam
..
'A_,
Peter
Sr
ri:.:'"
:;;
V
makers
clearly articulated by policy
Juli e Weekes
Production Assistant
E r..: " r .::i rr ·.,
the way the administration decided
nor are they communicated to the
David Whitney
Joa nne Ma rino
L "'" S -,;;; •r "
upon a graduation speaker without
s1,,,_r,
Joel D. Zenie
1/ ar
troops who have to fight the battles
Sta ff Reporters
students.
the
To the Editor:
Cartoonists
any real input from
Bryan Alexander
Pau '" .r:. r r:r · •~J r;.
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The-NewBam ster
Sununuke cuts ·
tuition by· 50%
By Robaldo Bosvera
it's about time the big man woke
·speaking during his Fate of "uprand smelled the coffee." _ .
Sununuke' s decision to reduce '
the State Address Monday night
in Concord, New Hampshire tuition to $1,090 for in .state>·
Gov. John Sununuke said h·e residents and $3050 for out of
would sig_ri into legislation a bill state students was made possible
that_increases the University · because of the state's $80 million
System of New Hampshire surplµs at the end of this fiscal
.
operating budget to _$ 152 mil- year.
The Louse and Ftays Commitlion. Th~ -bill, which has passed
· both Houses of Congress, would tee Chairwoman Betty Tight~
clear ~he way for several UNH wad said 1$50 million of the
project dev~lopments and cut surplus, part of the state's "rainy
day" account, will be directed .
ruition by 50 percent.
·.
Sununuke also discussed his imo the USNH budget:
··"It's been raining dogs and
decision -to "unplug" the Seabrook nuclear power plant and wildcats in Durham for much
his intent to support Massachu- . too. long," Tighrwad said. ,
Sununuke said he would alsetts Gov. -Michad Dukakis in
locate funds for a parking garage
the 1988 presidential race.
· Addressing the tuition reduc- on the UNH campus, to be built Photo Editor Stuna Evans:was shot dead yesterday by a Public Safety officer. Here a Hood
tion at UNH, Sununuke said , on A-lot. -The eighteen story House nurse prepares to pull the sheet over Fish's head. (Stirna Fish photo)
,
-"
"This state has been very unfair (acilitywould house up to 10,500
to its biggest and brightest cars, enough spaces for each
smiling Sununuke.
public institut_ion.· It is time to undergraduate's autom9bile.
The governor also announced
The garage project had been
repay UNH for all the :revenue ·
it has generated-for the Granite met with some environmental- he would stop the Seabrook
ists who claimed the structure nuclear power plant from ever
State." A r-ecent economic impact would destroy the aesthetic operating. Sununuke,. who had
(
~
analysis shows USNH institu- quality of the 94-year old cam--: been a staunch supporter of
tions bring more than $96 pus. However, Sununuke quickly nuclear power, said a recent
million doJlars into the New offered a solution to this prob- nightmare of his changed his
mind.
Hampshire economy each year. lem · ·
"I dreamed I was shipwrecked
he governor proposed the
· "This state · would not be
wh.ere it· is--today .without that · garage to be painted with ca- -on ~-1) island inhabit_e d by can~
1
Fish held a camera instead of
diamond in the granite down .mouflage colors to retain Dur- nibals and they wanted to eat By Stuna.Fish
me. They captured me, tied me
in Durham," Sununuke said as ham's beauty . .
Stuna Fish, 22, a Grateful a weapon~ Reese replied, "I
"It'll be easy to do. We'll just · up and ·walked me up a plank Dead major, and often undei:,- suffer from a rare mental disease
the state house chamber ·
have art classes paint the garage leading to the top of a reactor.
the- influence-photo editor of whic:h causes S'elective vision.
cheered.
'. "I asked to-be spared, saying . The New Hampster, died Sat- A lot of us here at Public Safety
Trustee G. Golly Willikers, brown, red and orange iri the
,
a member of the USNH exec- fall, white in the winter ana I'd even vote democratic in the urday 'afternoon due to multiple have it."
gunshot wounds,
P,resently, no action has been
utive_ committee, said "I think green in the s rin ," said a · HOT AIR, page 3A
Fish receiv~d the fatal wounds filed against Sgt. R,eese.
Fish's parents commented
~bile taking photos of sunbaththat upon hearing about the
ers on S'toke Beach. ·
Sgt. Slasher Reese of UNH death they were "aw_fully .
Public Saf~ty fired the shots. shocked" ~t first. "But after
In a prepared statement, he awhile, we began to realize the
claimed the 500 millimeter benefits. ·All that- life insurance
telephoto lens Fish was carrying money, and the national attenresembled a small bazooka. tion we got. That was a lot of
Attempting to resolve th~ si- fun. Besides, '\Ve have three more
ation without massive loss of sons, and he was the black
student lives~ Reese drew his sheep."
pistol and fired all six rounds
Editorlin-Chief of The New
into Fish's body cavity, making · Hampst(!r, Slavid Molson, responded to his employee's death
him more or less swiss cheese.
· When asked why he 1was-so as "a benefit. People are fjnally
quick to shoot, Reese responded, reading our paper. AU of the
"I never likea Deadheads." photos are focused and printed
When asked how he knew that on time. Besides, I don't like
'
· Fish was a Deadhead, Ree-s e Deadheads;"
Memorial services will not
stated that he saw a small Dead
button on Fish's jacket. He was . be held because the body has
Students have been anxiously awaiting the arrival of condoms at the Cat's Closet. This line then asked how he could see the mysteriously been~misplaced.
began to forl.!1 at 3:00 this morning. As one can see, some students were rather excited. (Stuna button without notiring that
Fish photo)
·

i

Photo editor
shot dead

1
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FlOunders to visit Hawaii
By Marlzi G. Srhithkachov
UNH Public Safety Director
Davy A. Flounders will travel
' to Hawaii to study merits of
coconut warfare, announced
University President Gordi
Hol~head yesterday. The trip
expe'1ses will be paia in full bythe University. ·
.
.
' "After my _a ll-expense paid
trip to China last fall, I'm really
looJdngJorward ~o seeing Ha• , 1' ,•; ; ' wari'i;" s-aid,- iF!ounders .. "I can'.t
wa.i t 't o step off· the.plane an·d
i_,;:,;;,\ '.:\'.i ,,.! t(l~i1;'J ',
1· ,
_. ; . , ,
,
1
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Flounder's frip. "I don't know Beaudong, imitating Ffanders · .
how, but I know the students movements, and choppiqg the
will gain insight. Hey, at least air with his hand. "Then he does
I'm honest. Maybe we can have !f ttle kicks like this. 'Poof-poof.'
a student-wide assembly and
Flounders can show us all the
Stvb Body President Jay Abthings he learned to do with landi thinks the students' money
coconuts."
is going to waste. "It's ridiculous
· Pubhc Safety will ·beriefir.• - they should send me. I'd like .
directly, ~<;cording to Major to sit on the beach and watch
Roger-the.cdoger Beaudong. the babes. Then I could come.
'-'Just look at the results we back and tell the senate all sorts
received from Davy's trip to of jokes. Why should Flounders .
China. H~ jumps around the - get to go?"
.
. . •. _ .
of!icedoing martial arts moves,"
Flounders leaves for Haw_aii ·
said B~audong.
tomorrow._.,_. ' 1'Hiii-yaaa; 1iaa'.a-chuuu" said
f

. ' ..
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Inside
marJY

Oh yeah right, how
of ,you really
read this little box? We know we don't.
Anyways we've got some pretty swell stuff
inside for you, but _wfre not going to .tell
you .what it is b·e c clU s e it might ruin the _·

to

surprise. Gues·s you'll just ·have_ look,for
yourself, won't you? _
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Get:-'a Stu id

Which do yoU like better, Coke, Pepsi,
McDonaJds, Burger King, 'Ford, Chevy,'
the Sox, The Yankees, General Hospital
or All My Children?_

"Yes."
Barbara, Cerreta
Student Body Vice
President
Vacationing and Tan
Maintenance

''Why are you asking me?
. I'm an inanimate object. ·
Pillsbury Doughboy
lnfl,nimate Object
Food Services

"Gee, I don't know. What
do you think, Beav?
,W ally Cleaver
, Child Star
Television

1

j

J

''I dunno· Wally, I thought
the Brady Bunch was
~eally stupid. Lets go beat
up Eddie Haskel."
the Beav
Child Star
Television

Snooze Briefs
-

Public safety •identifies ·A :- c a d e m y , A w a r d s
awarded -las! night ,_
" themselves

-G ary Trudeau named
hero ·

'=-:...

Doonsbury cartoonist, Gary Trudeau has been
named a Russian national hero by the Politbureau.
The Soviet News Agency, TASS, stated that Trudeau
has been praised by ~.be Kremlin for his reafistic
and insightful coverage of White House activities.
Trudeau will be presented with a plaque commem·
orating a missile named in his honor._

,.J

I . -

Th€ 59th Annual Academy Awards were held
UNH Public Safety set a new precedent last week
last night and once again this y~ar , Barbar·a Walters
by identifying themselves before they searched
wins the honorary award for the ugliest dress
a student. ·
category. From the beginni,ng, it was Sigourney _
According to Lester Fester, a freshman living
Weaver "Aliens" who won hands down on the most
in Stoke Hall, Public Safety. broke up a_"assassin"ugly eartings and Angelica Houston for ·the ugliest
game stand-off he and his floor-mate, Fester Lester
sunglasses. Best show stealing and humorous speech
were engaged in. The o'fficer yelled, "Drop your ·
came from Paul Hogan who starred in "Crocodile
weapons, thi-s is the police," before roughing up
Fester and smashing a plas~ic gun he was holding, __,, Dundee".
- This spectacular multi-media presentation has
·
with the heel of his shoe. ·
won again t~is year for the most boring television
show of the year. watched by the most number of
pe<?ple.

Chrysler recalls
1,500 autos
Chrysler Corp. yesterday recalled 1;500 New
Yorkers because the autos had no mechanical defects.
"~o stuck gas pedal, no ·faulty exhaust, nothing,"
said Chrysler chairperson Lee lacocca. ·
"When our customers buy QUr cars, they expect
them to be recalled due to human error. It makes
the news, and they can tell all of thefr friends 'they
~ad a defe~.tive c~r, and their friends will be really
·
impressed, he said.
-New Yorker owner Slum Lord tells a chilling
tale. "I- was driving down _the road, right, and there
was this car coming right at me, right, so I waited
for ~he _ga~ _pedal, right, you know to stick right,
but 1t d1dn t and the car hit me right and killed my
pet lizard Gordi. Now {'have no friends.lacocca !mrst into tears af~er hearing the' story
and promised to pay all expenses, including the
prize ofa new lizard.
:..

'

J,

Corrections -·
There were no mistakes or misquotes ·in Bryan
AlexaQ.der's student senate story last week. There
was no-libelous reporting, no car~ers were ruined,
and every fact reported was indeed a fact. ·
The New Hampster apologizes for any incon.
, venience this may have caused. .

~
•

Cure for cancer
found, then lost

Scientists, just hours after finding ~ cure for all
types of cancer, lost the formula in the ensuing
·
celebration.
"I just don't ,know where . we put that silly little
formula," said Dr. G. 1. Feelgood. "I think one of ·
the other doctors swallowed it by mistake ~uring
the goldfish swallowing contest," he said.
In "the ldiotorial, Gee Grugg Sunburn, Dean of .
· "Oh well, que sera sera:," Feelgood said.
Smderits, was incorrectly identified as an "unwanted
Other doctors did not share _Feelgood's assessment
growth on the planet Earth." Also, Sunburn should
of th~ situation. "I feel really b.adly about thi_s,"
not have been referred to as an "incompetent boob,"
said Dr. Julius Endng. 'Tm going to look for that
or an "evasive ~nemy of the students." The New
.
formula - first thing tomorrow," he said.
Hamp st er regrets .the errors and the impending
Sources say _the formula may have beeri comprised
lawsuit.
of Bac6ne, Jack Daniels, ,!-nd Stillings _fried cheese.
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Holehead joins Fits at NASA
By Stella Shiningstar
of his abilities.
In an unexpected move, Gordi
'Just look at how well the T Holehead, · President of the Hall renovations are going .
University of New Hampster We've hardly disrupted any of
announced 'that he will leave the services that were housed
UNH this spring for a position~ there." Holehead declined to
at NASA. Holehead' s dedsion ' comment on the Registrars
comes after former UNH Fi - trailers in A Lot and did not
nancial Director Leonard Fits, . · know where the Financial Aid
who also left UNH for NASA, off ice was.invited Holehead to join him ·
As his first act in his new
at Cape Canaveral. Repo:tedly · position at NASA, Holehead·
Holehead is happy with the intends to host several insubappointment, and has under - stantial brunch and cocktail
taken his new position with meetings, then tear up the Space
enthusiasm.
·
Shuttle landing strip and.leave
"I pledge to make NASA the it for a few years. One o.f ·
best small gqvernment agency Holehead' s larger undertakings
in the country," said Holehead. will be to gut the main NASA
The former president's slogan command building to provide
for UNH of "Progress in Pro- himself with a bigger office and
gr,ess" will be extended for use - distribute the displaced .agencies
at NASA, a much larger insti- in other parts of the country.
President Gordi Hole~eads house was put up for sale after . tution, to "Progress in Progress
'Tm really looking forward ·
the president ·decided to· rush Sigma Phi' Sigma. Holehead in Progress." Holehead firmly to that one," said Holehead. "I
believes he can achieve his goals feel l have a lot of experience
was accepted and will spent the rest of the year in the fraternity
at NASA, and cites his expe - with that type o-f progress." ·
hous~. (Bob Barker photo)
·
rience at UNH as an example Holehead has also romised to

remove beer facilities from all
NASA nightspots.
Replacements qf Holenead
are now being considered by the
Presidential Search Committee,
which this year has taken a new
approach. Instead of trustees,
professors; and students, the
committee will be made of
representatives of the Womyn' s
Center, the Committee of Current Pro.testabk Causes, Durham townspeople, mercenary
trainees from ROTZ, and Public
Safety Officers in order to allow
equal representation by all
groups. The Search Committee
is being chaired by ·Pean of
Students Gee Grog Sunburn,
who has extensive experience
in searching. Each member of
the committee will -have to
undergo searches by Sunburn,
to make sure none carry weapons into committee me~fings,
or have them stash_e d in, their
rooms.

Legal students get tatooed
.

.

By Double Scoop
Public Saftey will .begin tat tooing ·sfude~ts who are of legal
dr iriking ' age in effort~ to .su P-'
press underage drinking in the
Durham community, a·cc;ording
to 'Public Safety Director H,e rbie
Hind.
.
"We've just had enough of
this irresponsibilty stuff," Hind .
said. "The other evening . I
walked into Nicks and saw m y
12 year-old daughter playing

quarters with the men's hockey increase in· drunk und<?rage
team. It's really getting out of students during class ·hours . .
hand."
"I think it's a great idea, but
Students born before April we're going to have to stock up
1, 1966 will be asked to have their on sunglasses with all those
mother's maiden name tat6oed white bare butts," Micky Roo on their right "cheek.': "We're ney, head bouncer at Benjamin's,
starting with volunteers, but said.
don't be surprised if it becomes
Hind stated that clean undera mandatory rule within the wear_will be mandatory. A skid
remaining of the year," Hind ,.mark will result in immediate
said. The new recomendation removal from the premises and
1s a result . of- a 121 p~rcent up to a $5..00 fine . .

STEAMING GUSTS
(continued from page 1)
next election when one of the
. evil creatures, wearing a McEache r n for Governor pin,, .said
. 'You're just the right size to feed
all 4,500 of us.' "
· "Another ca-nnibaJ added
'You'll be our first McGov
served on our Thanksgiving .'
Sununuke, overcome by his
own recollection, and breaking
out in a sweat said he would
"unplug" t}:ie plant and then
hollow it out. He recommended
that the site be converted into
a recreational facility for overweight toddlers.
The governor ended his ad~
dress by announcing his .intent
to support Gov. Dukakis in his
bid for the Democratic presi dential nomination.
Asked about their past pol-

itical differences, Sununuke said
"After casting aside rriy democratic prejudice, J. came to un derstand what a miraculous
recovery the Duke '-has engi neered in Massachusetts. If he
could do that in Washington,
this country would be set for the
next century."
Referring to foreign policy,
Sununke said beaming ·"I think ·
Gov. Dukakis has the experience
and intelligence to run that
aspect of federal government,
certai•niy better than the present
bubblehead."
Before leaving the podium
for his 10 p .m. workout at Chuck
E . Chees·e's, Sununuke an nounced he would go on a diet.
"After. trimming the statJ
budget, I realize I have to do the
same."

The University had to put T-Hall up as collateral when Public
Safety Director Davy Flounders took his recent trip to Hawai_i.
As one can see, the bank forclosed.

Crushed chickens recovered
By Marlski G. Smitkachov
Freshman Kevin O'Qeary
University work-study stu- . said, "What is up with the
dents announced yesterday the dining halls serving these bogus
successful escavation of the birds? They've been dead for
1,000 chickens under the col- over three months."
However, Datsun promises
lapsed poultry farm roof.
The roof collapsed last semes- this meal to be a treat for all
ter due to an overabudance ·of students. "There is so much
snow. It has · provided many chicken, we are letting even
UNH students with jobs this students without a dining plan
semester.
to come enjoy this feast with
-.::.. Vannalore Datsun, manager us," she said.
of UNH training and nutrition
Each student will be greeted
services, said the ·recovered at the dining hall doors with
poultry wiq be featured this food service staff dressed in
· Thursday in all three dit?,ing feathers, according to Datsun.
halls at "Chicken Night." ·
Mark "Beef" Hoagie, a sophoFeather -covered students more, is looking forward to i:he
The chickens killed in this pure poultry disaster will be put working th~ past three months "Chicken Night." He and his
on the poultry escavation were girlfriend, Lis~ Idon'tgatta plan
to good use, according to sources. Look for scrumptious chicken
disgusted at an on - the:.Site to make head-dresses with the
goodies at the dining halls all week. (Bob Barker photo)
interview.
leftover feather's under the

poultry barn roof .
Hoagie and Idon'tgatta each
netted $800 in work study
money while escavating
chickens.
Slamda Guy fraternity
members, Mike Houghlett,
Mike Daily, Justin Purina, and
Harry Bow.eevil worked for
charity. The foursome donated
their earnings to the United
Weights.
·
While escavating the dead
poultry, students were required
to wear gas masks, and wet suits.
In special appreciation of the
student's help, and as a souvenir,
the University is allowing students to keep the masks_and
suits.
·
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The real solu tion s
The University has done the students
wrong for the last time. Poor parking, no
place for the Non-Trad itional Student
Center, spot searches, doing <Stuff behind
our backs~ no beer in the MUB Pub, and
numerous other offenses. As it always is,
· The New Hampshire is ready to share it's
wisdom with the student body and administration.

activities .late at night.

Non-Tra ditional Student Center:

Dear Mr. Editor,
Who is this Arthur Li:z;ie and
wher-e does he get off writing so
much? I mean, 23 articles for the
first half semester, come off it! Mr.
Lizie is like a malignant cancer
threatening to swallow the Arts
and Features pages. Next thing you
know, we will be seeing his name
a,ll over the paper, and then what
is to stop him. What is this Lizie,
some sort of a communist agitator
lurking in the shadows, waiting to
pounce on a weakened and vulnerable editorial staff? What will
happen when he grad.uates and is
let loose on an unsuspecting world.
My guess is he will be hired to infect
the minds of the helpless readers
of such vile communist rags as
Sweet Potato and Calendar. Well
they can have him. Let all those
mushy brained liberal artsy devil
music:lovers have him, they will
probably all die of AIDS anyway.
Anyone who would make jokes
about a musical genius like Robert
Tepper should be beaten to a fine
mush, or should at least be made
an editor.
By th~ way, what is U.K. Sub
Shoppe?
Sincerely,
Jirri Carroll
Arts and Features Editor
P.S.- Please excuse the crayon,
they don't let me use sharp objects
here.
P.P.S.- Why would a creative
prodigy 1-ike Rique DoO'b share a
by-line with a low life like Arthur
Lizie? Doesn't he know he is putting
his reputation in jeopardy?

Discretion ary Funds: The New Hamp shire also supports a $15. million dollar
a year discretion ary fund. ·Low on beer? ·
Do you really need those great pair of jams
you saw at Stuart Shaines? Well, walk on
down to the president's office in the new
science (Is new science like new math?)
building and ask Daddy Holehead for ·a few
bucks. It's your discretion: Want to go to
China? Go ahead, but don't.tell anyone 1:ntil
. you get back~

Or, we could give T-Ha·ll to the NonTraditiona l Student Center. At least when
our venerable president was forced out of
T-Hall, he was given a place to ·go. He can
stay there. The Non-Trads , as they probably
hate being called, deserve a nice place. What
could be nicer than. a renovated T-Hall.
Ok'; at least the president .should let them
open up shop in the attic of his home.
Because he's always out of town, · the
president would never be using it. Let's
put the "House that students .built," or at
least the "House that students pay for"
to good use.

Parking: W_hile there is a chance,
Thompson Hall shquld be raz.ed to make
room for a UNH parking garage. T-Hall
is currently under repairs - why not just
nuke it completely ? Ev.e ry office formerly
located there seems to be comfortab le in
their new offices around campuses. Progress
in Progress, .right? When the University
began building a new health facility, the
fate of Underwoo d House- and the Non. traditiona l student center didn't seem to·
matter much. Nobody is using T-Hall now,
so why not? It would solve the parking
problem, and it would keep administra tion
from doing all of those sneaky, anti-studen t.

Arks

anything to hide -at this great big happy
family of a University, right?

Beer in the MUB Pub: Si_g iple. Open
taps, all day, all night. At the beginning
of tl\e year, students will be ~sked to pay
a $5 Student Beer Fee, for which they will
get one full year of constant access to cold,
refreshing kegs of Budweiser , Heineken~
and Bass Ale. This fee also grants each
student unlimited access to a giant Extra
Strength Tylenol dispensor in the new
health facility. Pass the pretzels.

Spot Searches : The New Hampshire
vigorously supports spot searches. Anytime
students want to look through the under~
· wear drawers, between the mattresses , or
in the refrigerato rs of administra tors, they
should be encouraged to do so. No one has

Good
To the editor:

Edito r
To the editor:

I happen to think. you are the best
editor The New Hampshire has
ever had. I ·a m especialy impressed
with your powerful editorial writing, which oftentimes moves me
to tears, wrenching my heart in two.
I am also in awe of the way you
have· the student senate, and espe- .
cially Jay Ablandi, eating out of your
hands. That guy has really worked
hard to complete your political
agenda. And administrator s! Boy
tlo they quiver when you pick up
your pen and notebook!
Here is a tip of the hat to a
handsome guy.
Sincerely
David Olson

CoQd os
To the editor;
I just f in.ished reading your
editorial about The Cat's Closet and
the decision to sell real estate there.
I don't think the staff of the business
is experienced enough to sell con~
dominiums, as you imply in your
misguided editorial. I don't see how
condos can lead to safer sex, as you
also imply. Why don't you stick to
something you know about, like
food?

Who is this guy Bob. Bosworth
you call a news editor? Don't you
realize the only stories he writes
are politically-ori ented? He prob-

Wicke t
Too the editer:

are triing as hard as wee kin to make
UNH the "best smal publik university in the countrie." You kids
thinck you no it al. Wei you donut.
Wee <loo. And donut yc;:m forgit it.

You are wicket stupid. Sometymes I git so mad reding yoor
editoryals. I thinck you pik on the
administrash um two much. Wee

the administrashu n

ably dreams
twitches
· of becoming aand
politician. at night . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
WilJ you please get rid of him?
... or I will leave.
I've had to put up with stories
on Paul McEachern, Gary Hart, and
SLAVID MOLSON, Editor-in-Chief
Bruce Babbitt. I suppose he will get
the George Bush artic'le in May.
DAN MARINO, Managing Editor
Who's next, the Duke? I will die .PIERRE CHA TZ Managing Editor
if I see another Babbitt article in fil'ABALSf01mKW€R~.\t;J bwwKt!ittitor
.
the next issue. Can you please bring AIR KAMP, Spurts Editor
Mr. Bosworth down from his high JIM CARELESS, Arks Editor
STU NA FISH, Phono Editor
political horse?
BOB BARKER PhoNo Editor .
.
KRISTEN RUSSELL, Cosmo Woma,n #1
And please dissuade Mr. Bosworth from staying another yea,r
CARRIE F. KEATING, Cosmo Woman. #2
just to run for student body presidency. I don't really think Dewey Advertising Associates JoAnn Schambier
Chris Heisenberg Mary Noyer
_ Chris Germain
Lisa Sinatra
Beth Ineson
Pauline Trem'blay
is up for it. ·
Joseph Nf.1lson
Jennifer White
Peter Jennings
I think Mr. Bosworth spends too Paul Ratcliffe
Photographers
Bruce Jennings
much time bowling and playing Asat Buslnesa Mgr.
Slander Alexander
Jay Kumar
Karen Pszenny
Loreen Costello
Arthur Lizie
hockey in the games room. I think Clrculatlon
Mgr.
Debbie Corcoran
Yo Mama
Mr. Frank Moore and yourself have Tracy Parker
Sherri Flick
Cindy Mat.hieson
an influence on him.
Peter Katz
Ant Sports Editor
, Paulina Mee. Collins
·
The Bopper
Dan
Marino
Julie
McDonald
Nevermind, I will leave.
Copy Readers
Dith Pran
Edward McKey
· Therefore, as of this day, I resign Ellen Harris
Marla G. Smith
Deborah Robinson
· ·
Lisa Sinatra
Peter Tamposi
Robin Santo
my position.
Marianne Steen
Production

The·New Hamp ster

U nsincerely,
Marla G. Smith
The other news editor

The New Hampster is a parody
published once a year by the staff
. of The New Hampshire. To repeat
,
Sincerely, this is a parody. None of the events
Your mother in The New Hampster ever happened. But boy, what if they did...

Pauline Tremblay
Focus Editor
James Carroll
News Brief Editor
Lisa Sinatra
Graphics Managers
Debbie Bellavance
Marjorie Otterson
Graphic Assistants
Carrie Bounds
, -C11rolyn Eastman
Nancy Fitzgerald
Beth Hanley
David Kinch
Patricia Lickfield
Step~aflie N0rton
. ,•· ·

Assistant
Dan Marino
Staph Reporters
Slander Alexander
Beth Cote
Arthur Lizie
No Moore
Reporters
Joanne Bourbeau
Dayna Bradfield
Tom Brokaw
Steve Ciarametaro ·
Cara Connors
Collee.n Donahue
Ric Dube
Michael Fogerty
Peter Hanson ··' ~

Lisa R. Smith
Julie Weekes
David Whitney
Bob Woodward
Joel D. Zenie

Cartoonists
Tom Aley
Robert Durling
John Marshall
James Siener
Technical Supervisors
Noreen Cremin
Lauri Mainella
Typists
Karen Brophy
_Ly~na Hayes
·Christine. Head .· . • '
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BoreSome really good
thing s about
Dinin g Servi ces
By Dingy Block
l)°We're getting those spill-proof mugs
again next semester.

A wild time
By Vergil Finklestein
,. Dear Bore-um
"Won't I hurt my head?"I asked
I always thought the letters on these .
pages were fake, something that staff
of yours came up with. This is before
this weekend, when something happened to me which I never before
thought was possible.
I' m a freshman in a small New
Hampshire liberal arts college. My
friends tell me that I m good looking,
and I have trouble denying it. They also
te~l me tha~ I share similar body parts with very ,large farm animals, which
is apparently true as well.
-The other day I was walking to class,
minding my own business, when the
most incredible co-ed approached me.
When I say be,.autiful, I mean hot, hot,
HOT! Tan, glistening, skin, legs up
to her neck, and the biggest set of
1til,_ r have ever seen.
She said her name was Candy and
Carl Sagan, the True Value Hardware_
that she wanted to study Physics with
man, a JJ1idget, and a dog catcher.
me, I knew she had Biology on her
mind.

The New Hampster regrets the spilt pizza
- stains which make this letter d1fficult to
read

GiVe a cluck , free ·the chick ens
By D_ick Sloan
· With all the ne':V student groups on campus,
featuring hot air and fancy labels, I'm shocked that
one issue has not been· addressed. This is _the plight
of the farmyard chicken, certainly one of the most
mistreated and misunderstood animals in the history
of animal domestication.
·
Most of you probably only think of chickens when
you are wiping barbacue sauce off your lips, or picking
at the last pieces of breading out of the Colonel's
barrel. But you are victims of a massive disinformation campaign which portrays these warm
intelligent crearqres as stupid birds who can't even
fly like normal birds.
Sure, if you're scared of something your friends
call you chicken. And if you have ugly legs you have
chicken legs. And if you have a disease which covers
your body with scratchy zits you have the chicken
pox . These are everday phrases, cleverly worked
into our vocabulary. But do you here about the
chicken who stomped out the brush fire to save
a family of eight. I didn't think so.
This campaign has been started by the none other
than the evil bird lord Crank Perduke. He has molded
the minds of Americans to believe these a'nimals
can be subjected to the cruelest forms of living
conditions. Let's put an end .,to the Oven Stuffer
Broiler! Join me comrads in the my new committee·Chicken Lovers Undermining Callous Killers.
'As the founding father of CLUCK I plan to expose
the cruelties this vicious killer and others cover
up behind trusting faces. Many of the chickens in
his factory are act~ally stapled to the ground to
~~ep them from moving so they get big, fat, and
JUICy.

_

_

Yes, atrocities continue even here at UNH. I

did a little research on the UNH chicken farm before
it was sabatoged by the CIA. It collapsed .this winte_.i
under the weight of snow officials said. Pretty ironic
that I was this close to having documented proof
of what goes on in there. That is the reason for
the slaughter of over 1,000 chickens, many of them
very close to me. Obviously there are people in
power that don't mind the loss of loads of chickens
just to save a little face. They -are also powerful
enough to arrange a co'n venient end for me, their
arch-enemy, so I live in great danger.
But my research was completed despite their
oppositon, and my findings were staggering. Most
of the chickens here are egg-laying chickens, devoting
their life to producing eggs. And what do they get
in return? A cage so small it makes a dorm room
look mammoth and enough roommates jammed
into this space to make feathers rustle.
The typical female chicken never even sees a
male chicken in the course of her wretched life.
She never knows the warmth of his wings, -never
feels the caress of his lips (yes, chickens ha,ve lips
contrary to popular belief), never has the opportunity
to produce little chickies.
\
But, like the devoted an-i mals they are, they
continue. They push those eggs out till the feathers
fall off their body and they look like they've been
. through a shredder. And how are these worke-r s
repaid for their service - with a trip to the Cambell's
Soup factory. How would you like to have a 'final
resting place in a can of Chiken Noodle soup.
This must stop! When the dining hall lady offers
you chicken, just say NO! Please join CLUCK and
bring an end to this slaughter.

'
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Bad Mu sic &
Dumb Movies
.

.

A Natio nal Treas uie'N ear Home

The Epping town hall, an Art Deco m~sterpiece. _

Potsie and the 00/'To nes
By Slavid Molson
The Three Garcons .
Twirling Old People
Safe Sex Records

By J. Gregory Corr~ll
It comes as no surprise to me
that Epping is the cultural
capital of New Hampshire.
With such classic establishments as Bob's Burgers and
Barforia and Honest Nick's
Nudie Palace, it's a wonder
Siske! and Ebert haven't up and
moved to Epping. Any town
that houses Public Service of
New Hampshire, the good buddies of your favorite nuclear
power plant arid mine, is a town
that has its finger on the pulse
of popular culture.
"Yep, we got just about everything here,'' said Artemis
Down, a permanent figure on
Eppirig's park bench. "Hell, just
the other day I heard someone
listening to some music. Mozart
or something, I don't know."
They really do hav~ everything too. They have· burger
joints and belly danc~ng schools.
They have locals who cr~ate art
.a la Andy Wa·rhol by peeling
labels off Budweiser bottles and
sticking them on their dashboards. Little kids grow up
playing imaginative games like
marbles and doctor, a perfect
environment ·f or budding pop
artists. Mary Pearlbody, wife
of the honorable Mayor Pearlbody, has been known to rea~
her poetry at the annual fireman's picnic and beer bash.
. With an environment as thick

with opportunities as Epping,
how can an artist go wrong?
Mary Keenan, Mayor of Portsmouth, said, 'Tm je,;i.lous. All
we have ever had was Theater
by the Sea, and look w'hat
happened to that!"
Epping has long been a buzz
word of cultural elitists.Jazz
bassist 'Charlie Mingus w_as
known to yell "Epping!" in the
midst of his wild spontaneous
compositions.
John Denver was also a fan
of the Epping scene, writing _in
a song once "country roads take _
me ·home to Epping." The last
two words were unfortunately
edited out by some un-knowing
record company hack. ·
Rumor is that Julio Iglesias ·
will soori move to Epping in an
attempt to remain hip. If that
is true then all his Hollywood
buddies should be following
soon after. We should enjoy
Epping while we still can . .
Worse than a dose of glowing .
fog from the coast will be the
likes of Linda Evans and George
Hamilton descending on Epping like a plague of locusts,
basking on the dirty sidewalks
and claiming Budweiser and bad
burgers as their own. Enjoy
Epping while it lasts or it will
soon go the way of the Theate~
by the Seas of this world. Save
Epping fromJoan Collins or the ·
stink might be too much to bear.

actually a story of ·W illiams
battle for little Joanie's attention. "I tried and tried to get
her to go to a movie with me,
but all she said was 'stuff it,
Potsie.' She only . had eyes for
Chachi. What a greaser that guy
was."
Anson's lyrics tell the story:
Joanie, sweet sixteen, tv
queen
I need you, more than, say my
spleen
But you, you say "Stuff it, Potsie
I love ,Chachie, yea!? I love him
a lotsie

Some people call them an
enigma. Some people ·call them
three washed up dufuses. Some
people call them Anson,
McLean, and Bob. But more than
a F-ew critics are calling them
the greatest supergroup since
the KBC Band.
If you' re looking for experience, this band has it. About
30 years worth, all told. Except
The Three Garcons aren't vets Yeah, I wanna be ch-ch-ch-ch of the · music industry - they
chockin1 Chachi
earned their stripes in .tv.
- Yea,h, smds.hing his face with
Anson Williams, lead singer
a hibachi
and bass player, spent 10 years I w-w-w~w-wannna make him
playing none other than Potsie
die
-Weber on Happy Days. Anson
Then I'll be your only guy
says he takes the experience
singing fifties tunes on tv. and
. Lead guitarist McLe.a n ~teputs it. to good use on .the . vensen, formerly of MASH,
Garcons first album, Twirling ·- Hello -Larry, the McL_ean SteOld People, the cover .of which _ vensen Show, and countless
shows · five geriatiic people other tv·classics, favors a more
And "Mr. Bland," referring Stevensen's other contribution
· hreakdancing.
·_
·
iaid baLk, p'sychedelic approach to Alan Alda of MASH fame:
to this breakthrough _album is
Williams says the album is than Williams' Robert Tepper"4077th HASH", a chilling tale
dedicated to senior citizens, influenced style. Stevenson Vanilla ice cream, black and · of the cast's fascination with ·
because "They're kind of neat."
wrote three-songs for the album,
white tv, the USFL
·
· illegal drugs. ·
Anson also writes for the . the best of which is "Watching All boring, boring, must be used
Stevensen's guitar style drives
band. In fact, a Williams tune; my Shows":
as punishment, in hell
the band. He sounds like a
"Slappy Daze," is the first cut
·
./
But dey just .can't be as bad, bad combination_of U2's the Edge,
from the album. The song is a I'm just sittin' here watchin' my
· as the totally tepid twit ·
a blender, a-really ba~l' traffic
_ hard-rocking ode to the Fonze,
shows go round n' round
accide1,1t, (explosions included),
· who suffered 10 years of abuse, Hello Larry, The Mclean show, Yeah Mr. Bla_nc/, , Hawkeye he _ and atoilet flushing. Great stuff
1
unknown to viewers, at the
always so profound _
ain't, never goes anywhere
Working behind the scenes
hands of Richie Cunningham.
Oh, I've bought a VCR for my Goes to ·bed. early, drinks his is Bob Denver, who first struck
Williams' other significant
tv
·
milk, always calls his mom
gold as Gilligan on Gilligan's
contribution is the scathing Lie around all day just watching· Wanna get him drunk, drunk · Island. Denver, the band's
"Chokin' Chachi." "Chachi" is . dorwnpe) ~veal his,. b-0ddy/ bea;1' .' . 4~
r~41Il)i.~r; p.~~,v i,dr~ t,h,tt,p·u-1:J.<. r
~/,--C:'-, , ~--i~,'!f!; ' "'_i·'fl/ (,., , , ,~· .~ -i-.• t i',._·t\ ~-!( ' •,me
..',,''/i;'".-', I •r .•/, p'* • ·,~
~ • • _ , , , , . , l • i , , • • , , influence.Denver'shi
gh-energy
1

Yeah I really hate him

rockers 'Jumpin' Ginger," "The ·
Professor and MaryAnne," and
"Beached Whale," an instru mental dedicated to the Skipper,
are all live show-stoppers.
Denver also talked the rest
of the Gares into. recording a
r~ggae Yersion of the theme
song to "Gilligan's Island:"
With their first album, The
Three Garcons seems ready to
challenge Zebra, Rush, and
Husker Du as the reigning
power-trio band. Their album
is worth,pickingup- it's thebest
,t~hit1g sj'f)te,tlr#0Jt..f17ry. _.,, ' /.
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Spurts
The phenom enon from the isle of Fiji
born. Right in the Windy City."
By Air Kamp
He has a trim body, at 6 foot,
' Since his arrival from the
1 inches and 220 pounds and his
tropical island of Fiji, players
biceps resemble those of a
have been coming to tbie Paul
· weightHfrer's. "Back in Fuji, I
- Sweet Oval to look at his amused to go out info .the water
azing skills. Media types from
and wrestle sharks all day," said
all over the land have been
Hunter. "That 'g ot me into
stopping into Durham and
shape. -It was either win or lose
talking to Coach Ted Conner
some important body ,parts.
and the other teams in the Oval,
Luckily I didn't have any probincluding Jim Boulanger' s tr:ack. lems.
men, have picked up the habit
Hunter lives on ca~pus,
.
of just watching him.
appropriately, in Hunter Hall.
Just who is·this man, you ask?
He likes UNH alot and says
WelI,:Hunter Nokahoma is the
there are "a lot of trees" here.
best-kept seq-et on the UNH
He enjoys the social life and his
baseball team. Coach .Conner
passion is "Big Guys" at Karl's.
·said he began recr_y.iting Hunter
"Man, that food is just so damn
two year~ ago. "I was on a
good when you're obliterated,"
vacation with the family and I
said Hunter.
stopped by a baseball park to
So far, some notables have
watch some Fijt ball," said the
come to see Hunter's-practice
UNH mentor. "They had this
displays and have come away
guy who impressed the hell out
-in awe. '.'I couldn't believe it,"
of me."
said Red Sox holdout Rich
His statistics are iII1pressive,
Gedman; "I got down _and caught
both as a pjtcher and a hitter.
him and he broke rriy favorite
On the mound, Nokahoma committ. I was , pissed but imp.iled a two-year aggregate m_ark
pressed," said Gedman, who
of 69-1, the one loss coming
along with Roger Clemens, is
, when, with the bases loaded in -.
_s howing up at coHege team
one game, he deciqed to hit a
practices all across the USA.
guy he didn't like. "He had been
If you haven't yet gotten the •
driving me. crazy a}l game with
cha.nee, head over to the Paul
his cute comments," said Hun- •
Sweet Oval during practice and
ter. "I couldn't resist hitting the
check this phenoin out. "Hopethe
about
forget
people
make
.
could
Nokahoma,
Hunter
prospect,
new
team's
basebaO
The
ass in the head."
fully, we'll get him into a game
·
·
. .
At the pfat~, Hunter amassed exploits of Mike Shrtner .. (file photo) coming up," .sa·i d Conner. '.'Eve:Ruthian-like numbers. For two
hope ·for the best. e's also ryone' s been bugging me to put
· What does Hunter ha.~e to say him out until ne~t week.
seasons, he hit 134 homers, ·about his reckless image? "Aw,
The displays he puts on ih dented three of my metal cups." him in, but I was planning to
more than living up to his name I just like to havf'., fun," said the practice are_ almost sickening.
Even the other UNH teams insert him later, you know,
and led the league in RBIs.
are getting in on the fun. "We" surprise the other teams." .
blond-headed Nokahoma. "RidThe one thing Coach Conner ing on vans is no big deal. Wait "We all just crowd around Pete have ~ "Hunter break" ~very
is worried abo1,1t with his star till Coach and the boys see me (Cornellier, the Gatcher) when day," said men's track coach Jim
· prodigy is his lifestyle off the parachute onto the baseball field _ Hunter is throwing,'' said in- BouJanger. "No matter what
field. "I saw him drive by the from 40,000. feet in the air. . fielder Tom Ferrin. "The k.id we're doing at the time, we stop
As Conner said this, a loud,
other day," said Conner. "Prob- Tha.t 'll be something, huh?: '
has alr~ady busted four of Pete's and watch him hit and pitch. screaming sound dominated the
lem is he was on top of a van
Hunter, despite his incredible mitts. He throws over 100 miles The kid really is amazing."
field house. It sounded like a
and he was on a skateboard. I statistics in Fuji ball, is being an hour consistently."
Hun~er, despite dark, Fijian low-flying plane. "Jesus, what
don't know what they do for honed by Conner. "I don't want
"It's just like watching an appearance, was born in the the hell was 't hat?" I asked. "Oh,
kicks back in Fuji, Foji .. wherever , the boy being pressed into aspirin come into your glove," States. "My parents were in don't worry,''. Conner-··assured
he's from, but I don't want him service just yet," he said. "He said Cornelliet. "Sometimes I Chicago on a business trip," said me. "It's just Hunter's curvegetting hurt."
is ready, but we'll prob~b!.Y keep just hold the glove there and Huhter. "That's where I was ball." His curve ball?

PI

I

Hoopste rs win NCAA'-s
ment, ne.ver winning by less situation s~riously ourselves.'.'
By The Bopper
Two more romps over Kanthan 30 points in any game.
The month of March, 1987, .Eventually, they took the ECAC sas and Georgetown followed
is 31 days the UNH men's NAC title and earned a spot in and the Wildcats found thembasketball team won't soon the NCAA tournament for selves on Bourbon Street in New
.
doing so.·
Orleans for the final four. Their
.
.
forget.
Outing that period of time,
Drawing top-ten Iowa as : company on the trip were the
the Wildcats went from being first-:round competition, it was UNL V's, the Syracuse's and the,
a team that only knew how to expected that UNH would make Providence's, who had been toys
lose to a team that won the a quick exit from the tou.r na- of the media for the past halfNCAA tournament champion- ment. However, this is where year. Now it was the Wildcats
turn.
. ·
ship ·l~st night in New Orleans.
the sto~y begins.
"lf you asked me to explain
Press conferences were held,
Two nationally unknown play-,
the turn-around I'd just have ers by the n</:mes of Bandy Steele and Johnston were treatto laugh in your face,'~said UNH Johnston and Manov Steele took ed like some kind of god in a · '
coach Gerry ·Fried. ·It's been the .rest of the Wildcat team world off basketball. Coach
more than simply a qun-around, , under their wings on a journey , Fried's name .was brought up
it's been ~n absolute, full-fledged. . that made them the sweethearts when it came to offers on the.
'
miracle.
professional level. The UNH
of America.
' · Last night's 110-87 blow-out
The 'Cats made easy, 98-68 men's basketball team had
of Bobby Knight's Indiana Hoos- work of Iowa in the first round, reached the big time.
iers in the 'NCAA final~ was the but at the time the game was · All the hype and hoop-la of
to the
nightcap to what has been a considered just another one of the final
four didn't
"-- .
- rush
.
month-long party .o n the bas- those upsets that occurs so often heads of the Wildcats, as they
ketball court for the UNH this time of year.
calmly placed a 112-86 destrucWildcats.
. Follwing another easy victory . tion on the ·Running Rebels of ·
It all started with the ECAC over North Carolina in the UNL V in the semi-finals. It wa's
North Atlantic Conference second round, people ·began to on to the finals.
post-season tournament. Some- take notice. "I think orice we
· The rest is history. The newhow, the 4-23 'Cats earned a bid stuck it to JR Reid and the found .ins.ide game and pressure.
into the playoffs. That'1s when Tarheels'. people began to think . defense that had carried the
all the magic began to fall upon that us hicks from New Hamp- . Wildcats through the NCAA'.s,
: J' i
·
each and every court the Wild- shire weren't joking arqrind," didn't fail in the finals '
. ·
cats stepped on.
. said Steele. "It was at this point .·
l]NH dominated the tourna- that we started taking the whole . ·
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University Forum_
As more evidence of wrong doings by the Reagan
administration surface, so do the questions of Reagans
ability to do the job. This leads to a·question which is
being mentioned with added frequency.

Should ·Reagan he impeached?
.Yes,

·No

By Francjs Kearney
The reasons for impeachment of a
president are clear. A breech ·of a law
made by the United States by any
individual is an act for which a person
needs to be held accountable. Other
reasons for impeachment • are the
misuse of power and the disregard for
the lives, fortunes and simple desires
of the people for · which he is respon. sible.
First, Reagan has consistent_ly dis. regarded the views of the American
public. Domestically, Reagan · has
slashed social programs, such as aid
to the elderly, the poor, the homeless,
a·id to students and national health
· programs. A recent poll states that 61
percent of the public now disapprove
~f these actions by -Reagan. Reagan
uses the excuse of not raising taxes as
a reason for slashing these programs.
. Yet, in a recent Time magazine poll,
60 percent of the people say they would
support increased spending on these
social programs even if it required an
increase in taxes.
At the same time, Reagan has
increased the amount of money spent
on the buildup of conventional weapons
from six billion dollars to over one
trillion ·in the last six years. In regards
to nuclear weapons, he has added to
the arsenal more than any other
president. After Reykjavik, 80 percent
of the American public said that they
wished for a genuine reduction of
nuclear weapons and elimination of
nuclear testing. Reagan appeases
(deceives?) the people by telling them
that he·is honestly working toward this •
goal.
·
In regards to Central America, over
two-thirds of the people disagree with
Reagan's funding and military support
of the contras in Nicaragua and Honduras, as well as the repressive Duarte
regime in El Salvador. In both of these
actions he has violated many international laws which the United States
helped form and is bound to. The
charter of the Organization of American states specifically forbids intervention by any power into the internal
affairs of any western hemisphere state.
And let's not forget the invasion of
Grenada. The World Court and the
United Nations have both condemned
Reagan's actions in Central America
because they break international laws
which Harry Truman ~o'rked so hard
to create.
•
On the topic of breaking the law,
one set of high! -touted laws is the

Bv Edmund McCabe and Scott Hatch

Geneva Accords of 1921 which regulate
the "legal'' ways to wage a war. Reagan·
broke one such law which strictly
forbids the direct attempt by one
country to assasiriate only the leaders .
of a foreign enemy. Well, Reagan tried
but he only murdered Khadafy's daughter and blew up his palace. Not that
Khadafy is a wonderful person, but
what does the term terrorist mean?
Another 1aw which Reagan has
broken was made at the end of World
War II at the Nuremburg trials. It states
that it is illegal to prepare for mass
genocide. ·Currently the .military has
a nuclear arsenal capable of killing every
living thing on our planet. Reagan has .
spoken of a limited nuclear war with
"acceptable" losses (for Americans)
being in the mil-lions: "I was' just
following orders" was not found to be
a lifesaving defense.
·
The most recent illegal activities by
Reagan and his administratio_n are the
Iran/ contra affairs, which keep suprising me by the number of laws broken.
First, the federal ban on trading with
Iran was broken. Then, the temporary ·
Congressional ban on shipping arms
to the contras was broken by the CI.A
anff Reagan administration officials
· working covertly. Now it seems that
the gun running crews in this operation
were smuggling cocaine into the U.S
on the return trips. They then used
the money to help a conservative
political committee to mount an illegal
campaign designed .to defeat Congressional opponents of military aid to the
contras. A federal prosecutor working
for the Justice Department ordered
the halting of the investigation by the
F.B.I. into these proceedings.
Is this all? I surely hope so, although
I'm not very confident it is. Sure,
· proponents of Reagan can cite various
examples· of achievements which Reagan promised and kept. For example
inflation is down, taxes haven't been
raised, the nation is 's_tanding tall'
because of his wilringness to u~e
violence in foreign affairs, and he got
some hostages back. But at what cost?
Our national debt has more than .
doubled in the last six years, and Reagan
has created fear of our country ·and a
loss of respect as a civilized, humane
nation. The credibility of our political
system itself is in question. What is
the function of our President? It is to
act for the long term good of the people.
Reagan isn't doing his job.

Should President Reagan be impeached? To most people, this issue
does not even exist. To those ·w ho are.
saying that the President should be
impeached, this means that he should
be thrown out of office altogether.
Nothing could be farther from the
truth. Impeachment really means
bringing an elected official ( in this case,
the President) to trial. The first thing
anyone must ask themselves is on w:hat
charge should he be brought to trial.
Then they must askwill this really help
the country. There is no Congressman,
whether Republican or Democrat, that
is seriously considering impeaching
the President because they realize that
this would be both useless and damaging to the country. ·
.
·
Those. few that would like to see the
President impeached, have often not
liked him from the start and have been
waiting for the opportunity to humiliate him. To_them, this opportunity
has presented itself in the Iran-contra
affair. But what will they bring the
President to trial for? Withholding
evidence? Unlike Richard Nixon,
President Reagan has been very cooperative with the committees ahd
commission investigating the scandal,
so this possibility can be ruled out. Were
laws violated in •the arms-for-hostages
deal? There is no concrete evidence
that indicates so, and any person
advocating impeachment on the basis
of little or no evidence is not truly
interested in justice but only in the
embarrassment of the President.
.
What other things would those few
people impeach him for? His Central
America policy? It is not illegal to
pursue a pro-democracy, anticommunistic, anti-Russian policy in
Central America. Whether or not one
· approves his policy is not grounds for
impeaching him if there is no. proof
of his breaking any laws. The same goes
for other policies · of the Reagan
Administration. With no substantial
charges that could be brought against
him, impeachment would be an empty

By

Pam
DeKoning

Ahhh, springtime
Spring-that wonderful time of the year better
known as mud season in New Hampshire is upon
us once again. I came to this conclusion the other
day when I noticed an ov~tabundance of Vuarnet
and Jam look alikes, crowded Greek roofs and an
underabundance of people attending classes.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not against spring-not
by a long shot. Spring is my favorite time of year.
It's the only sign I have that this year maybe, just
maybe we will have a summer. After last year's
damp, cold, blustery impersonation I was beginning
to lose faith.
As a long time New Hampshire resident I've
experienced many April and May snowfalls.
Personally, I haven't put away my mittens and scarf
just yet.
While I ventured to class Monday, I was quite
- ~-
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~
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amused at what I saw:
· I left my dorm at ·10:00 with my conspicuously
white skin carefully concealed. Things were looking
pretty normal until I returned from class at 11:00 .
and walked by T-Hall.
Maybe I'm weird or slow, but I had a hard time
understanding the dude sunbathing in sho r ts,
sunglasses and aromatic coconut oil snuggled next
to a muddy snowbank. Somehow this scene reminded
me of Sesame Street. You remember - those scenes
where you were supposed to pick out what didn't
belong.
I shrugged it off and continued on my way.
Besides the peeling, sunburned noses, clashing
.c ollection of plaids, prints, whites and polka dots,
things were looking fairly normal once again. That
is, until I approached Sawyer Hall.
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pursuit.
Let's look a bit further and see what
would happen if President Reagan was
impeached. First, and most importantly, the President has a country to govern
and impeachment proceedings would
distract him from that task. So much
of his time would .be focused on the
proceedi~gs that the other areas for
which he is responsible would take
second priority. .
·
Even· if the fantasy of a few came
true and Reagan was ousted fr()m the
presidency, would the country be better
off? Hardly likely. The ability of a new
president as a concensus builder within
Congress would be far le_ss than his
predecessor's because of his relative
newness to _the job. Progress on arms
control, the economy, countering
terrorism, and treating a cohesive
foreign policy would be stopped dead
as he had to learn the ins and outs of
the office. The country as a whole would
suffer from an inexperienced . and
aimless presidency. ·
.
You see, as Americans we have a
-peculiar problem: we elect presidents
and end up with human beings in the
off ice. Being president is literally one
of the most demanding jobs on earth . .
Like any other president, Ronald ·
Reagan is not in the off ice because of
the money, ·but because he sincerely
cares about the country and its people.
He cares about Americans held in the
hands of terrorists. And caring is not
a crime, is it? Admittedly mistakes were
made in the dealings. But as President
he was under great pressure from the
public to get the hostages released and
did not want to do nothing and see
America return to the frustrated mood
the nation experienced during the Iran
Hostage Crisis. The arms dealings were
the method he chose to obtain the
release of. the hostages and though
imperfect, it certainly does riot justify
impeaching him or throwing him out .
of office.
Edm_und McCabe and Scott Hatch are
members of the Young Republicans

Here I noticed what must have beeri half the
fo<;>tball team gathered to practice their art. Only
th~s practice didn't include shoulder pads or even
. shirts for that matter. Unsurprisingly across the
w_ay at Stoke, there was an equally large group of
girls gathered to sunbathe and appreciate the view.
"Why are these people out in the sun? They
alrea1y have tans." I thought. "They should be the
ones m class so all of us who stayed north for Spring
Break can catch up." After all, how can we Caucasians
show our pale frames next to all you burned and
bronzed bodies? It's embarassing.
. Okay. Thin-gs were still comprehendable. Believable. Understandable. I could chalk them up
to spring fever. ·
Then I saw SAE. Fine, it is warm out. The sun
is shining. The pledges need something to do. Stiil,
I had a hard time appreciating the logic behind
the rows of bunk beds scattered across the lawn.
Fine, it must be nice to lay in bed and still be able
to sunbathe, but by nightfall, the beds remained.
Somehow, my New England sixth sense made
_me w~n?er about the length of their sunny camping
expedmon. Sure enough Thursday morning there
was an expected lack of bodies on the saturated
mattresses and rusting frames.
Don't worry, the rain will only last a few more
·days. Just long enough for the tans to fade and the
·bedframes to rust together.
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Pre-- registration workshop
for Transfers and
Freshrrien Commuters··
admitted 1/87.
Offered by the UNH
Advising Center.
Thursday,April 2, 12:30-l:30
Senate Room, MUB~
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SAFE-RIDES MEETING

.

..

for old & new memberr s

Tuesday, Mafch 31
7:00 p.m.
MUB

.....
'

.

GET-INVOLVED

.

..
...•.
For more information· contact the Health .
..
Education ~enter, Health-Ser.v ices 862-3823
. ..
.
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GREAT ·

gsTUDENT AWA'RD ;, ·
~ NOMINATIO.N S
. ·
0

..:

JOB.
"

.RTUNITY -

for the following awards should be submitted to the Student
Awards Committee, Dean ofStudems Office, by March _1 0th :

ERSKINE MASON AW ARD:
"to rhc scnior who is distinguis h e d for most con-.iste.nt porogr<:'S'> anJ
athievcmcnt."

HELEN DUNCAN'JONES -A WARD:
.
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ol gan

,
. 7 -1988 posiho1
.
t the 198
.
. now hiring .or t rnanager.
roorn is
d assistan
.
.
. rnanager an .
.
.
. iorn
~onsibi\ibes include.
rnpus Manager res
.
various ca
.
d runn1n9
.
advertisin9' an
g,

· "to rhe soplHim<irc womJn showin,u the greatest pro.m jse of ours'ranJing
achievement i,_-1 Americ1n .ciri_zenship, leadership. and sclrnlu·rsh_ip."

DEAN WILLIAMSON AWARD:

.

1

ts
. · d supplies
quiprne:nt_an d rng
ernp\oyees_
8·Regiona\
d sche u 1
·
he 198
t
·estournarnen
oingan . .
d·nator tort
student c~or \nternabona\ garn
.
e Onions
\ Co\\eg
.
er: .
.
- . f\ssistant Ma.nag
. . scheduling,
.th the h1nn9,
rnanager w1
s
-~garnesroorn roorn ernp\oyee . .
ol carnpus
to
- --rvisin9 ol g~rnes
·th the runn1n9
and supe
assist w1
,t ,nterested. can
.
.
naroents.
tour
Both will work under a supervisoL It's a great experience
and looks good on a resume!

Th<:' recipient sh,iulJ be eJrnir.tg pare or all of her w Jy through school
"ro rhar senior wh<l has been outstand'irig and well rounJed in extracurriutl ;1r
activities, schoL1rship, c1-thletics'. anJ loyalty t(i th~ U~iversiry."

1899 PRIZE:
"to rhat senihr (vith the hi~hest ide~ds of good citizenship."

1

For more information, contact Stan Copeland 862-1524
or Dianna Fischer (868-2936)

Nomination fmms ;re .available in. the Dean of Sn;dems Office.
Huddleston Hall. -
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UNH Dance Theater Has Promise
By Deborah Robinson

a

Audiences are in for varied
and incongruous experience at
this year's University of New
Hampshire Dance Theater Company's q.nnual concert.
Varied because the five pieces
pres.e nted displayed a multitude
of darice expressiqn. Incongruous because while some performances were excellent, some
-left room for a lot of improvement.
I guess it is to be expected
that the less dancers there are
on stage, the better the' chances·
bf success are. Sunday night's
preview of the upcoming concert performances proved to be
no exception. Whenever there
were more than about ten
dancers on stage; problems
arose with the uniformity of
dance steps.
.
·. It should be noted;though,
that Sunday night's preview '?/aS
also a dress rehearsal. The
dancers will have had more time
to rehearse by Tuesday night's
performance.
.
Ironically enough, "Out Of
Time," choreographed by Gay
Nardone, was the least successful of the two large-group
works. This piece, three 1930's
so,ngs :that express·ed the joys
and hardships of that decade
brought to mind many puns
about time, from the lack of
timing, to. no.t enuugh time put.
info ieheirsal, to die 'dancers
s p.endihg too ,much time · 011
· stage. As Su:iday night's performance was a dress rehearsal,
one could hope that by Tuesday's
f-irst _' real performance' the
wriok1es will be ironed out. We

wilf see. .

:. .The closing piece, also chor~ographed by Nardone,"City
Lights," an act from the musical
'The Act" was the other rough
piece. With the threat of all
those dancers on ·stage with tap
shoes no less, I was a little
nervous. But this piece was
surprisingly more unified.
There were a few tense moments, but in general everyone
worked well together. The best
p'a rt.of this number was the trio

tap sequence. Jonna Burton;
Sheryl Waldorf and Linda
Kennedy successfully executed
some difficult steps, and for the
first time in the number, the .
dancers loo.k ed like they were
actually e_njoying ·themselves.
The other two works . " .. .In
Th~ Thread Qf Human,Life,"
choreographed by C. Laurence
Robertson, and "The Search,"
an independent study project
by Lisa Dodge, were original in
their concepts and we.11 performed by the dancers.
" .. .In The Thread Of Human
Life," aneleveri movement piece
tells tfie story of an innocent
unicorn th.a t is ultim~tely des- '
troyed by a man who has suecombed to evil. lf the description
sounds a little bizarre, it does
not come close to expressing
the nature of this piece. In
general the in.ovements were
fascinating to watch, though a
couple (7 and 9 to be specific)
were a little melodramatic. It
is also worth noting, the music
i·s by Vangelis, whic1l helped Members of the UNH.Dance Theate~ Company. ·
bring' grearer understanding to
(theater department photo) ·
the dance.
Dodge's "The Search," was
a little more easy to relate to,
but certainly no less fascinating
to watch, This· four movement
piece, expressing the turmoil
of life, and a level of peace found ·
through God was especially
·. poignant in. the final movement,
. ."On The .Patn." The piotago.:i•
rtist; who lti .a:· previous uiovemen t tried to fit in with the
mechanized people of society By Kim Kelley
Chamber Mus'ic Societies, Pressler has appeared with
but who has since found peace,
Chamber music has come a among others. Their regular ·. · other orchestras of international
helps others to find peace as long way in thirty years, par- · Univ~rsity appearances include reknown including the New
well. ,She does . not successfully . ticularly in the- last fifteen. with appearances at Harvard, Prin- York Philharmonic, Cleveland
convert all the members of this the boon continuing to rise. The ceton and John Hopkins, and . Orchestra, National Symphony
mini society, but the reason for Beaux Arts Trio, who made ,· the University of Missouri at in Washington, D.C.,and he has_
_ this is a surprisingly telling · their official public debut at the · Columbia.
·
performed under such -' distinstatement about our present 1955 Berkshire Music Festival
The Beaux Arts Trio's exten- · gushed conducwrs as Dimitri
social situation.
at Tanglewood, helpedfoster sive discography on Philips Mitropoulos, George·Szell, LeoThe uniqueness of these two this recent vigorous growth in records, encompassing the en- pold Stokowski; and J.redrick
· pieces make the threat of bore- the populariry of chamber mus- tire piano trio literature, has W.aldman. The pianist tours
. dom and disappointment by ic. Since i 95 5 this legendary brotJ.ght the ensemble many -extensively world-wide both
Nardone' s two works worth the union of pianist Menahem coveted awards, including the with the Trio and as soloist.
price of a ticker- ($4), and a walk Pressler, violinist Isidore Cohen, Prix Moil.dial du Disque,- three
Isidore Cohen, violinist, was •
to the Johnson Theater worth- and cellist Bernard Greenhouse Grand Prix du Disques, the born in New York ·City of
while. Performances begin on has established itself as one of Union de la Presse Musical Russian immigrant parents. He
Tuesday, March 31 and continue the m:ost successful music col- Beige, the Gramophone "Re- has been conce-rtm.aster. of the
through April 4.
laborations of our time.
cord of the Year," and the Stereo Mostly Mozart Festival in LinI~ over three decades of Review "Record of the Year" coin Center, Little Orchestra
concertizing throughout North Award.
Society of New .York, and the
America, Europe, Japan, South
In honor of its 30th anniver- orchestra of the Casals festival
America, the Middle East, Aus- sary, a number of publicatio~s in Puerto Rico, among others.
tralia and New Zealand, the ran. exhaustive feature articles Mr. Cohen has made frequent
Beaux Arts Trio has elevated about the Beaux Arts Trio, solo appearances thrOughout
the status of the previously among them London's St rad . the United States, and his
neglected ·piano trio· literature Magazine and The New York extensive chamber music backto the level of that for string Times Magazine and the Pres - ground includes membership
quartet, foe.led the public's _ ident of the University of in the Juliard Quartet, tbe
continuing passion for chamber Indiana-Bloomiqgton awarded_ Schnieder Quartet and appearmusic, and won unsurpassed them the University's Medal of ances with .th~ Budapest
·admiration · from critics and Excellence. Also commemorat- Quartet.
audiences. ·At their 30th anni - ing the Trio's 30th anniversary
Bernard.Greenhouse, cellist,
versary celebration held at season was the recently released was born and raised in New
Indiana University in. Sep- book, The Beaux Arts Trio-A i Jersey. He studied atJulia'r d and·
tember, 1985, President Ronald Portrait, written by Nicholas made his New York recital
Reagan commend~d the Trio's Delbanco and published by debut at Town Hall to great
artistry, awarding each member William Morrow and Company. critical acclaims. Since then Mr.
a special silver medallion. The The book details the individual Greenhouse .has Won an envi1
Trlo s condnulng exceilence was lives, musical philosophies and able reputation as one of the
also ev1dencec1 ·ny the success · group history ofthese musicians major interpreters on his inof the 1985-86 30th anniversary in their three decades of super- - strument, making appearances
season, which a,s usual was sold lative music making. .
in most of the major cities of
out.
Menahem Pressfer, pianist . both Europe and America in
Among the many concerts the was born in Madgeburg, Ger- recital, and as guest soloist with
Trio performs regularly are many and grew up in Israel. He orchestras and chamber music
annual engagements at the ·- began his professional career ensembles. including the Juliard
Library of Congress, the Met- in the United States at 17, when and Guarneri String Quartets.
ropolitan Museum of Art -in he 'won first prize in San FranNew York, Chamber Music of cisco's first International Piano BEAUX, page 21
Chicago, the Denver and Detroit competition. Since then, Mr.
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Six Boston Artists and a UNH .Prol
By Suzanne Fortescue
hip hook rugs of the 1970' s to reliefs display disturbing, war"Six Realities," the artwork - her vogue coatwear of 1987.
like images of fire ~nd charred
of six Boston artists, and "Win's
Conley Harris, a UNH asso- houses. A tourist object from
Best:. The Jewelry and Weaving ciate professor of art organized the Dominican Republic, puzzle
of Winifred Clark Shaw," are "Six Realities" in an effort to pieces with acrylic paint oozing
two exhibits which opened at make "the artistic div~rsity om from underneath their
'the University Galleries last found in contemporary art today edges, and jagged, plastic edges
Tuesday and will close Wednes- available to our students ... "
create a spiritual tone in her
day, April 29th.
,
John Christian Anderson em- · '.'Hour of Gold."
While " Six Realities" pres- ploys sttch items as carved The moonlit landscapes and
ents the work of artists midway wooden toys, logs, spiraling iron cool colors in Candace· Walter's
ioto their careers,, "Win's Best" springs, and rope to create three four paintings are dreamlike and
shows the artwork of a lifetime. monumental sculptures.
mysterious.
Shaw, has taught at the UniverDeborah . Kamy Hull uses
sity for thirty years and will irridescent pastel tones . in her
The art department and the
retire this May.
drawings of large horizontal · art gallery will also sponsor
What these two exhibits have nudes set against dramatic folds three slide shows by four of the .
' in common is the broad range of drapery. The bold paintings- six Boston artists. John Chrisof artistic media used to create of husband, Jeff Hull, are filled tian Anderson will speak on
thei'r unique artworks.
with .complex, dynamic spatial April 7, Judy Haberl on April
·One branch of Shaw's work relationships rendered in pain- 14, and Deborah and Jeff Hull
includes several woven items; fully bright colors. Only such on April 21. The talks, elaboa table cloth, bed spread, and titles as "The Green Boor rations on the works they are
many fine wool and cotton Open·s Upon the Jaws of Life" ·c~rrently exhibiting, will be held
wearables clone in colors rang- arid "Niagara Falling" do justice at 12:40 P.M. iri mom A218 of
ing from earthy hues to rich to the works.
the Paul Creative Arts Center.
purples and blues. Another
Heidi Whitman's watercolor
_includes simple and elegant paintings of desert, urban, and
April 29th means there is lots
metalwork bejewelled with mountainous landscapes contain of time left to brnws·e through, .
pearls, ebony, wool, and_more- primitive images of hands and but this vast collection of works
... Shaw has provided us with floating objects.
may demand more than one
plenty 0fber talents from her
Judy Haberl's richly textured visit.

Not Really·
Reggae
Professor Winifred Shaw.
(_art galleries photo) .

Classic U2
. U2

TheJoshua Tree
Island Records
By Arthur Lizie
This is the one for all the
marbles. If they pull it off, their
name can be mentioned in the
same breath as those breathing
the thin air. on the outer. stratosphere of rock, such as, gasp,
Led Zepplin. This record moves
them from the status of mere
stars to that of legends.

"They," of course, are U2.
From the humblest of origins,
this seminal Irish band has
managed to capture the hearts, ,
souls, minds, not to mention
wallets, of a generation of
yearning 'rock fans. Offering
nothing more than themselves,
the group has put together
U2, p'age 21

. By Jim Carroll
Saturday night was a Reggae
bash in the MUB Pub. Islandside
and One People are excellent
. local incarnations of reggae
bands, providing the offbeat
drums and loud-bass that makes
reggae what it is.
But while so many people dub
themselves Rastas for an evening of pogonecking and calling
everyone 'mon,' I can't help but
point out that what one smokes
does not a Rasta make. This is
just one more reason why Bim
Skala Bim is a welcome change;
They have· completely absorbed
Reggae into their catalogue of
influences, but they don't rely
on it completely. While bands
like Islandside and One People
continue to be an important
influence on contemporary music, some kid from the burbs of
Boston .can never be a Rastafarian.

Bim Skala Bim is a crazed Ska
band from Boston. I would be
willing to bet their drummer
has a near nervous breakdown
every night. They came to the
stage in the MUB at about ten,
ripping through their set and
nearly vibrating off the stage.
Soap bubbles drifting down
from the balcony and trombone
swaying around, threatening to
fop off a few heads, their music
had the rhythm of reggae, the
minimalism of The Police, the
mania of everyone from The
English Beat to the Sex Pistols,
and a sound of their own.
A good deal of what makes
Bim, Skala Bim original is that
it is a group of individuals, none
wearing slick clothes, none
trying to run the show, and all '
obviously having fun. From
original compositions such as
"Vince Latinska," featuring a
heavy metal hurdy gurdy beat,

to a rip_ping version- of Neil
Young's "For The Turnstiles,"
they laughed at themselves and
beeped andxburped into the
mike. Through all of the bad
craziness, some. very good music
, was produced.
Outstanding among the musicians was guitarist Jim Jones. ·
. His solos weren't the overly loud
blues licks. Neither were they
understated minimalist chops.
He was equally adept at playing
atonal squaks and murky orchestral chords as he was content
at sitting back and play ing a
simple rhythm. He is a quiet
mus.i cian who impresses with
intelligence rather than machismo.
Also uncharacteristically unde rs t,a ted were the two lead
singers. They danced around the
;BIM, page 21 .
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Short
Takes

----------u2-----------(continued from page 20)

sellable music without their
values. While the previous five
records laid the groµndwork,
The Joshua Tree · sets the1r
legend .in stone.
Simply put, The Joshua Tree
is an incredible record. With it,
U2 ha:ve managed to both synthesize and expand upon the
dynamic reactionary goals of
their past. Although the music
and feeling of the record doesn't
stray much from the basie:
formula of The Unforgettable
Fire, the group here presents
better songs, better singing, and
- more ambitious lyrics.
~
The record is a logical progression in the second stage of
the b<1:nd' s still young career.
There has grown a parallel
progression with the fi,rst stage
of th_eir career. Boy presented
the problems of a young man,
such as the search for a meaning
in life on "I . Will Follow."
Octobe; explored the possibilities for solutions to the problems, such as "the love of God"
on "Tomorrow ." War accepted
By Arthur Lizie
head honcho Herb Alpert gets the solutions that were feasible,
Wiseblood-Dirtdish- hip with the coolest producers, "to claim the victory Jesus
Relativity Records - Clint Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis. As won/on Sunday, Bloody SunRuin, aka Scraping foetus Off · on _the Janet Jackson Lp that the day." In a similar way, Th-e
The Wheel, has joined forces pair produced, the first side is Unforgettable Fire searched for
with the ever inimitable Roli dance music, the second ballads. a meaning in life, on a higher,
Mosimann to create a rhythmic Alpert often seems akward· more abstract level than the
set of rather mean spirited dance under the 'control' of the beat- search of a naive youth, and now
music. This primal noise grabs box, · although "Diamonds.," · The Joshua Tree offers a search
the listener by his various featuring the nasty girl, could for various possibilities of solutions.
genitals and doesn't let up. The be a hit.
The Ward Brothers-Madness _ · The production of the eclectic
. pounding "Godbrain" is the
Brian Eno (Talking Heads,
. most/ enjoyable · tune here . . Of It All-A&M Records Worth a -listen, hut not for the Rhythmic rock fails as 1t is left Devo) and Canadian Daniel
..we:ak of, stomach 6r heart.- . . . __ . too steri1~,~1,y /l;te. ab~ence_·qf r.~~l LapQ.iS (Peter., G;ibriel) .presents
' ' The. Leroi B~others-Open All emotion. Some potential here, - a few more rough edges here:
Night-Profile Records - This but these rockers, reminiscent more fuzz guitar, gruffer vocals,
Austin quartet lays down the of The Call, have a lot of work and more white noise. They also
haNe layered the sound much
blues in a straight forward and ahead of them.
_Little America-Little deeper, with more acoustic
fun manner. There are no reve~uitars and floating keyboarq.s
;"·1ado1;1s here, it's all been heard A merica-Geff eri. Records before, but it's do rte well here. This typical midwestern fair is ·popping up way down in the
Distant cousins to both L_os. brought further down by the . mix, ·i n addition to working in
'~L obos anc;lJ:h·e Blasters; The . inclusion of ex-Eagle Timothy some creative stereo. The dense
;Leroi -Brotliers sound like they'd R Schmidtt. Not .very inventive, layering worked on "Bad," -why
be fun iive. Check out "Gusa- - · as all th.e. right part's always . can't it work here?
The best new development
appear in all the right places.
mo," it rocks. ·
is
the growth of Bono as a
Check
out
"Lies"
though
for
the
· Herb Alper't'"Keep Your Eye
vocalist. Where before he might
·On Me-A&M Records ~ A&M cool guitar ~olo.
have been self concious about
letting his vocals run ragged,
even so express a point, Eno and
N

ccontinued from .page 20)

(continued from page 19)
The Beaux Arts Trio w~s
invited to perform thrPP ,on.certs for University's 1_98687 Celebrity Series. The trio's
final concen on Tuesday, Apri1
7 will feature Franz Joseph
Haydn's trio in G major, Maurice·Ravel's trio in A minor, and
Franz Schubert's trio in E flat

major. Tickets for the concert,
starting at 8 P:M. in the Johnson
Theater of the Paul Creative
Arts Center, are available to the
general public for $10 for faculty
and staff, $9 for senior citizens,
and $8 for UNH students.

:..

Lanois have managed to push Country," people run in the
him to his limits. Also, The Edge emptiness of "I Still Haven't
has expanded his repertoire to Found What I'm Looking For,"
include Hendrix like guitar and most explicitly, souls run
feedbac:k and new felt emotion in the fulfilling stream of the
a la "The Three Sunrises" from afterlife in "One Tree Hill."
1985's EP "Wide Awake In
"One Tree Hill" is. both a
America." Ofd friend Steve beginning and an end. It was
LilLywhite, producer of the written at the funeral of a dear
group's first -three albums, friend of the band, Greg Carroll.
remixed a blistering bite into This e~ of life-put the band in
three of the tunes. ·
a new state of mind. Firsdy,
The lyrics have increased by Greg's spirit "runs like a river
leaps and bounds. The word to the sea," then the bloop. of
paintings presented are those the. spirit does the same, then,
of an experienced indiv-idual, in death, there is a flowing
one who has seen both sides of together of all of the souls. 'TU
life and is not too pleased with · see you again when the stars fall
either'. There are images of the from the sky," as all are u·n ited .
horrors of heroin, of an unre- in the running together
a
·
quited ·searching, and of Amer- greater soul.
ica, specifically Vietnam., There
The song also offers reasons
are lost souls, some to outside for utter disbelief of the injustice
forces, as oh the Amnesty In- • in loss when Bono rails on tnat
ternational influenced "Mothers «I don't believe in painted roses
Of The Disappeared," and some or bleeding hearts while bullets
to weak inner forces, as on the rape th~ night of the merciful;" .
heroin death described in "Exit."
America has made. quite an.
Overall, there is an inteffse impression on Bono, with two
·feeling of need, of having many songs bearing ·the brunt of his
options open, but none of them love/hate affair with The La.nd
of Oppurtunity. The fabulous
satisfy.
Heroin rears its ugly head on ringing rhythm ___of '"f ri-p
two tracks, "Exit'.' and "Running Through .Your Wires'' ·echoes
To Stand Still." Both offer a · the fortunes of one Bob Dylan, ,
bleak hope of redemption, while with whom.Bono qas lately been
expressing a disbelief in the spending some time:-I}ono's
reasons behind the addiction. first time attempt at harmonica
"Exit," with its fuzz guitar chaos highlights this recreation of the
symbolic of internal conflict beatitudes.
· "Bullet The Blue Sky,'-' with
("He saw the hands that build
could also pull down ... the hands it's slight reggae backbeat har'of love") bemoans the loss of bored against intense, devesta friend to the deadly drug. In . ating imagery, and bombastic .
the end, the chaos leads to a guitar is the most impr·e ssive
tremendous crashing, literal tune on the album. 'T he s.ong
mixes the best of U2 with a
death.
. "Running To Stand Still" touch of The Doors' "Unknown
paints a cold picture of the Soldier" and Hendrix' guitar
demented desire to search for histrionics to offer a viable
the juxtaposed pleasure and Vietnam· flashback, and an inkilling pain of heroin. There . tense fir.ey image.
is a misunderstanding as to why
Although a rather bleak.al"She will suffer the needle chill." bum, The Joshua Tree should
The bluesy, atypical nature of · go down a.s one of the most
this song, at least atypical to U2, · important records of both the
also reiterates the unusual desire year and of all time. U2 is a force
of needing to hurt one's self.
which will not be denied, a force
The album also creates an for the ages. U2 can now be
intense image of running, most- mentioned with' the hallowed
ly running to·, not from. Rivers names of rock. "How long to run in the flow of "In God's sing their song?" Forever.

- --BIM----~ -BEAUX-
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stage, but they _didn't_ look ·
stupid. They talked to the audience in a way that wasn't
condescending. Tfiey sang well.
What more can you say. They
·seemed like nice people.
Bim Skala Bim is a band to
seek out-and dance wildly to.
They have released two albums,
one self-titkd, and one., Mash
It Up; a compilation of Boston
bands featuring such unforget_ table groups as Mission Impossible and the Sky Five. Buy theit
Heidi Whitman's Life's a Dicey Business
albums and dance around your
is on display in the university art galleries.
apartment until the neighbors
( art galleries photo)
call the cops. Don't buy their
albums and claim them as Rasta
territory.

of

You can:
manage a $144,000 budget
• be a member of SAFC
• be a member of the executive board
of STUDEN T SENATE
• gain practical managem ent &
accountin g experienc e .
Apply for the Business Manager
Position at STUDEN T SENATE
.

'

.

I,

* pick· up applications in the Senate 9ffice, room 130-MUB*
'
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------~--E------~--~----~-~·RESEARCH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or _COD

MOTHER ,G-OOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

'- -

Or rush $2.00 to : Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom r(;lsearch also available-all levels

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM ·couNTY
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same roll
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SHOE

/;Jy Jeff MacNelly __

Tue. ~QJL- ~lf;JZA~'(
HA? COM~ UP Wlnl AN
~FECTIVE. NEW fVt.-1_0(. ,,

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same
film-with the same microflpe
grain and rich· color saturation Hollywood's top studios demand.
- Its wide exposure latitude is perfect
for everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light-at up to 1200
ASA.·What's more, it's economical.
·And remember, Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same-roll.
· Try this remarkabJe film today!
" 1986 SFW

INSTEAV OF FININ& '(OU
i=OI< AN ov~~l: WK .. ;

---------------

I

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

:

• FREE Introductory Offer

: D RUSH me two 20-exi;,os~re roll~ of _ :
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera.
1
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack including :
1
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enciosed
I
is $2 for postage and _ha~dling.
I

:

: NAME_-'----=--------

I

, I ADDRESS _- _ _ _ _ _ _ __
II CITY_
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

: Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks CODE
I
500 3rd Ave. W.
I
P.O.Box34056 .
I
Seattle, WA 98124
,I K{h.htk, 5247 anJ 5294 ar~ trademarks of E.,~rman Kl1Jak C11. Seartle
--Gf2tFf1Tf,f--
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Comics

Jumpin' Jake

By Bob D.u rling
... A /f\M !NlERNATtONAU..Y
RtSPE(TED ... J\ BOLD f\ND

•.. BVT TttEW

DY/1/AMl_l ~PtA~fl\ WHO
WOULD tsRHl/6 1HE CRown

WE CHANGE\)

OVR_ MINDS, AND · t=>t<.XED
UORC,E ivsH INSTEAD •• ,

.

TO ITS FEET/>
.---:::;:. \

Leslie -lhe Newt
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HEY!

by Lou Springer
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BENJAMIN SPOCK

I

The· Worl d
Famoits Ddc Come s
To Talk
Speak ing on The T:hreat Of Nuclear War, the educa tor of our
paren ts is .comin g to our campu s
to .e /d ucate us.
\

TON IGHT

II

l

Gran ite State Room
,at 7:30 p.m.

[

·

Free to studen ts Bring IDs

[

$2.00 _Non- Stude nts .

=F=u=.~~•d=e=d=b!Ma~~P=F~O,~tiF.~=·~.'"•·~·~.~>Fe=~-••,c===~SF.==Mac====~.IF.===~:Mac==~-.FE=~• ,c:===~.c~=~.~.=~I
.ll==~=~~=~w
-..~=====.w.c~
.c

TELEPHOIIE TAPE LIIIE
Self-Improvement
~'-!_ge~

lime Management...15
Self Assertiveness .. ,402
Building Self Esteemed '
Confidence ... 35
Standing Up f<;>r Yourself... 10
Becoming Independent from
, ,_
. Parents ...478
The Val'Ue and Use of
Self-Talk... 36
What is Counseling and How
to ·use it. ..61
Learning to Accept Yourself...44

- -

Fighting .Constructively...5
Expressing Negative .
Thoughts and . Feelings ...6
·-··
. ..
Deafing with
Constructive Criticism ... 7
Deqling with Anger: .. 8
Understanding -Jealousy and
How-to Deaf with it...9 .

Depression
What is Dep.ression .. -431
How to Dealwiffi" . Depression ...432
How to Deal with
Lon~liness ...32
Depression as a lifestyle...433

_Sexuality

Anxiety and Possible
Ways to Cope with it...30
How to Handle Fears ... 33
Coping with stress ... 38 ·
Relaxation Exercises ... 37
Conffid and Mediation ...312
Understanding .~r,eL85,
Death and Dying; ..84
.

J

Dating Skills ... 18
<
· Infatuation or Love ... 70
Jhings to Consider in Looking
for a Mate.. .71
Types of lnti,macy... 3
How to Cope with o Broken
Relationstiip .. :83
Physical -lntimacy...4

Health-Related Issues

·

Male sex Roles ...40
Male Homosexucility... 21
Dealing with lmpotence... 23
Timing Problems in Male .
Sexuality.. :24
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Female Homosexuality... 20
. Female orgasm Problems .•;22

Str~~~_an_~_ Amliety

Dating

, Friendship
Friendship Building ... 1 . .
Helping a Friend....90 ·
Recognizin9 Suicidal
· Feelin~ i~-~~~-~rs:·{~'?2 .,_

/

Early sign of an Alcohol
,
Problem ... 160 ·
about
Decisions
Responsible
.
Drinking ... 161 .
·
What
Raped,
been
I've
Do I Do?... 315 " ,
Dealing with an Alcoholic
·Parent...479
Anorexia Nervosci & Bulimia ... 215
,Herpes-symptoms and
·DiagnosiL20 9
AIDS-Reducing .the Risks ... 225
AIDS-Symptoms and
Diagn6sis ... 218

~aintance Rape ...319 .
Ac,g_
.
minutes.
six
about
run
tapes
The
hear.
to
wish
you
tape
the
select
and
: Dial .862-3554.any _night from 6:00 to 12:00 pm.
. ··· · If you have any questions when the tape is over, a Cool-Aid member will come back 'ori the line. Tape line is service
. , ·. ·.' provided by_ Cool-Aid in cpnjuction with 'c ounseling and Testing. Cool-Aid is a student funded organization'. Our Hotline
·..
·
:L. ,·<;i. ',nyT.b~ris ~~_2..2_~?3. ·.
r'

a
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CLASSIFIED
SUMMER- June 1-Aug 31-Space for up
to 4 people in a roomy house 1 mile from
campus. $550(neg) for the whole summer.
Utilities included. Call 868-6035.
SUMMER room availabl_e to share with
another female. Main Street location, big
front yard, washing machine. $$$ negot.
iable. Call 868-1871 .
Room for rent with kitchen privileges. I.n
Dover, near K-va·n route. Parking space.
Call-742-4709 anytime.
Summer sublet in Dover. Newly renovated ·
apartment. Rent is very reasonaole. 3
bedrooms. Dishwasher, wall to wall carpet,
laundry facilities, near K-Vah.
SUMMER room available to share with
another f~male. Main Street location, big
front yard, washing machine. $$$ negot.
iable. Call 868-1871 .
Two person apartment available as
summer sublet on Main St., Durham. Call
Donna at 868-2081.
Dover. 4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen
and den. Centrally located near K-Van
route. $7 40 a month includes all utilities.
Lease required. Call 742-7908 Between
7-9 p.m.

Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred circulars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home
and parti9ipate in our Company project
ma i I.i n g c i r cu I a rs and ass em b I in g
materials .-Send stamped self-addressed
envelope to JBK Mailcompany P.O. Box
25 Castaic, California 91310.
Dorm Students: Exciting young company
looking for energetic dorm students 'to earn
extra cash. Job pays immediately upon
completion. Fringe benefits and perks very
common .. Call now (617) 938-8839 or (617)
935-1414.
Summer staff positions open at family resort
in N.H. Various jobs available. Full board
and room.J...och Lyme Lodge, Lyme, NH
03768.60~-795-2 141.

14 Salary $280/week Monday-Friday 9:00
a.m.-1 :00 p.m. Develp an 8 week educational and recreational summer playground
program for children 6-14 years old in fair
weather only. Experience in leadership,
supervisory and organizational skillls and
SUMMER room available to share with
a wide knowledge of sports, crafts and
another female. Main Street location, big
children's activities required. Should have
negot$$$
machine.
front yard, washing
First Aid. Position may entail programming
iable. Call 868-1871 ,
for teenagers 11 -1 5 years and/ or preschool programs.Office Assistant JuneHelp Wanted
. August Salary: $6.00/hour (work-study)
Clerical duties in busy air conditioned
International Student Orientation STAFF
office. Flexible schedule, yea.r round work
needed for August 21 -30 next summer
available, Lots of variety, excellent expe(right before classes 's tart). APPLY TO:
rience.Recreatio n Leaders and Program
th~
by
stop
or
Marisa Chorlian, 862-2050
June 15-August 14 Salary:
Assistants
Dean of Students Office, Huddleston Hall,
$5.00-$6.00/hou r depending upon expefor an application form. Deadline is April
rience (work-study) Monday-Friday 7:30
10th. Both undergraduate and graduate
a.m.-3:30 p.m. (flexible) Assist in children
students welcor.ie! This is a wonderful
and youth pr_o grams, preschool and teeexperience!
nagers. Experience working with children
Work-Study positions: researching coastal
preferred. Skil.ls in one or mere of the
New Hampshire Salt Marshfollowing areas required: _SPORTS,
biology / hydrology part time academic
CRAFTS, CHILD GAMES, ARTS, DANCE,
year. Full time summer.
THEATRE, MUSIC or OUTDOOR EDUCATION. W.S.I. and First Aid helpful.Park
, CHILD CARE NE~DED weekday afterForeman April 6-November 13 (approxnoons for two boys 3 and 5 years old in
imately) Salary: $280/week Maintain public
their home. Easy walk to and from campus.
community .grounds. Knowledge of lands· Flexible hours. Must be reiiable and
caping, maintenance, lining reg.ulations
available. 4:30-6:00 p.m. Call Carin or Otto
·for ballfields, small engine care and basic
868-5449.
carpentry necessary. Ability to meet
WANTED: Volunteers to help SAFEdeadlines, work well with public and
RIDES. We are looking for drivers, assistexcellent organizational skills required .
two
include
ants and di?patchers. It would
weekend nights frpm 10 p.m.-2 a.m. a_ Now Hiring: College Pro Painters, Great
pay, and lots of fun. Call now' 1-800-346-:.._
semester. Contact Health Services Health
4649
Education Center 862-3823 if interested.

By GARY LARSON

I
~
13:,

~o .

Great Summer Jobs' at Popular Boys
Summer Camp on Lake Winnipesauke.e.
Write: Camp DeWitt, Box 2106 Wolfeboro
NH 03894 (569-2681)
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers
needed for company project stuffing
envelopes and assembling materials.-Send
· stamped self addressed envelope to JBK
Mailcompany P.O. box 25-87 Castaic,
·
California, 91310.

· Summer opportunity-Fun residential camp
for girls in Vermont seeking women counNEWMARKET RECREATION & PARKS
selors/instructors , Mid-June through MidDEPT. 659-5563Parks Crew/Landscapi ng
August Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, riding,
May-Septemb er (flexible) Salary
canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics,
$6.00/hour (work-study) Assist in mainarts & crafts, fieldsports, tripping instructors.
tenance of community and public grounds.
Non-smokers, good character and love
Experience with landscaping or park
of children . Call Lochearn Camp, (802)
maintenance preferred, must be 18· years
333-4211
old with a valid drivers license.
OVERSEAS JOBS, Summer, yr . round,
Day Camp Director June 15-August 14
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields
- Salary $280/week Monday-Friday 8:00
900-2000 mo. Sightseeing, Free info., Write
eduweek
8
an
a.m.-3:30 p.m. Develop
IJC, PO Box 52-nh, Corona Del Mar, CA
cational and -recreational summer day
92625
camp for ch_ildren 6-1 O yea.rs old. ExpeNational C9llege marketing company seeks
rience in leadership, supervisory and
individual or campus group to work part
organizational skills plus a wide knowledge
time for major companies on-campus.
of sports, crafts and ch_ildren's activities
Make up to $600.00 a week. Call Cindy
requireci. Should posess W.S.I and First
at 1-800-592-21,21.
Aid.P layground Director June 15-August

2 rooms available for 2 female students
to share large house in Exeter with other
students. Kitchen privileges Was'her / Dryer
Kari Van. $175.00 per room. Available
im·mediately. Call 778-1324 ask for MOE.

THE FAR SIDE

Spr-ing Break Jamaica Project Manager
needed. Free Vacation plus$$$ 1-800·237-2061

Currently interviewing for summer openings
in all areas: Bus/Dish, Host/Hostess,
Waiter /Waitress, Sandwich/ Prep Cook.
Phone between 8-1 0 am for appointment.
Henry David's, Keene, NH 352-0608.
Gommercial/lndu strial Real Estate: If you
are a bright, outgoing individual and are
interested in pursuing a career in the
Commercial/-lnd ustrial Real Estate field,
The Kane Company will be interviewing
candidates -for a position on April 10 at the
Career Planning and Placement Office.
To attend .you niust be registered with the ·
office and sign up for an interview on March
30, 31, and April 1.

1983 Nissan Stanza. Excellent condition,
electric sunroof, four new tires. Five speed.
$4,000 or best offer. Must sell.
1983 Chev. Cavalier Wagon, ale, am/fm
ster~o. Excellent condition, low mileage,
extra wheel, $4,000. Call (207)384-5218
aft.er 6 p.m. or weekends.
1981 Mustang-4 cyl, standard transmission, blue hatchback, well maintained, great
condition, am/fm cassette deck, original
owner, $1800 or best offer (603)431-1476.
'75 Datsun 71 0 wagon. stick, new trans,.clutch, bakes; recent hoses, belts, tires.
very clean inside. 1300.00. David 4315111.
35 Mean plan ticket fo.c sale. 27 meals left
asking for $95 or best offer. Contact Wang
868-9809.
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"CROCODILE DUNDEE" Friday night in
the MUB. $2 Student admission. Brought
to you by MUSO.
"THE NEW MODELS" and "STILL MISSING" merged and created "SHAKE _T HE
FAITH". Come see them FRIDAY NIGHT
in the PUB. They will be good.
Friends don't let friends drink and dri11e.
SAFE-RIDES, Thursdays through Saturdays, 10 p.m.-2 a.m., CALL 862-1414.
"THE NEW MODELS" and "STILL MISSING" merged and created "SHAKE THE
hem FRIDAY NIGHT
FAITH". Come see t_
in the PUB. They will be good.
She says no, but she means yes. What she
wants you know that I can't guess-Dan
Fogelberg 1984. This song exemplifies a
common misconception; believe it or not,
women mean no when they say no!
"SHAKE THE FAITH''!' FRIDAY NIGHT IN
TH.E PUB. Special guest "Perfect Edge."
By MUSO.
Yo ... THIS IS FORYOU- Find our April
Calendar in this issue. Tear it out. Save
it. Give us a call or drop by soon. It could
make a big difference.
LAST CHAN.CE to s~e the Ne.:V liampshire
Gentlemen in concert April 4, 8 p.m. in the
Granite State Room. Come see the Gents
and groups from Goucher College and
Tufts University· cavort on stage. See you
there' Please, no pets.

Durham. Six songs for $3.35. Pretty reasonable. ·

Yes Spring break is over but the fun has
just begun. Get psyched for Spring Jubilee!!
April 23-26.

Carpentry, painting, home improvement.
Top ql}ality worR at a low price. Free
estimates. C9 II Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
PRO TYPIST. 95 wpm. Variable rates. Term
Papers, Reports , etc. Call Maureen at 7425920 (Day:;,) or 335-1987 (Evenings).

Professors/Stude nts: Too busy for typing?
Call 332-WORD for your word processing
needs. Accurate, fast service at fair prices
"T-HE NATURAL" starring Robert Redford,
· ~J'h4.r~day f;Jight at 7 & 9:3.0 in the StraJforff,
Room. $2 Student admission. By MUSO.

_"THE NEW MODELS" and "STILL MISSING" merged and created "$HAKE THE ·
FAITH". Come see them FRIDAY NIGHT
in the PUB. They will be gOod.
Coming soon! Spring Fling ... A day filled
with entertainment, games, movies and
food . It's at Stoke~on April 11th. Don't mis~
it.
"SHAKE THE FAITH"!\ FRIDAY NIGHT IN
THE PUB. Special guest "Perfect Edge."
By MUSO.
"THE NEW MODELS" and "STILL MISSING" merged and created ;,SHAKE THE
FAITH". Come see them FRIDAY NIGHT
in the PUB. They will be good.
Love you Wallis!!
"THE NEW MODELS" and "qTILL tv,ISS- ING" merged and created "SHAKE THE
FAITH". Come see them FRIDAY NIGHT
in the PUB. They will be good.
Taking the GAE, GMAT, LSATor MCAT
this spring? Need to refresh your -math
skills? Patient and experienced tutor
available . Call Michael at 862-1303. ,
(Weekends: 868-9807)
"CROCODILE DUNDEE" Friday night in
the MUB. $2 Student admission . Brought
to you by MUSO.
Support Groups for Women Who Have
Been Abused (assault,'sexual assault, date
rape, incest, battering, attempted rape,
stranger rape), Tuesdays all semester,
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counseling and Testing,
Schofield House, for more information call
3698 and ask for Dani.
"SHAKE THE FAITH"!! FRIDAY NIGHT IN
THE P½!B. Special guest ''Perfect Edge."
By MUSO.
Financial Aid: Sources located for freshmen/sophomore s by computer. R'easof'1able rates. Money back guarantee. Academic Fundsearch, P.O. Box K, Plymouth,
NH 03264.
"CROCODILE DUNDEE" Friday night in
the MUB. $2 Student admission. Brought
to you by MUSO.
"THE NATURAL" starring Robect Redford,
Thursday Night at 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Room . $2 Student admission. By MUSG.

·-::'7

"THE NEW MODELS" and "STILL MISS- _ Summer in Europe $239- Lowest ScheING" merged and created "SHAKE THE
duled Fares to all of Europe-from Boston.
FAITH". Come see them FRIDAY NIGHT
Call 1(800)325-2222.
in the PUB. They will be good.
"CROCODILE DUNDEE" Frid.ay night in
NO SUCH ANIMAL boil that dust speck
the MUB. $2 Student admission. Brought
Campus,
and
Town
at
upstairs
available
to you. by MUSO.
Durham. $ix songs for $3.35. Pretty reasWanted: Toy Trains and accessories, any
onable.
size, any condition, any amount. Call Joe
Stephanie in red-I met you Thurs. inches
at 664-5184.
from the dance floor, yet waltz with you
"THE NATURAL" starring Robert Redford,
only in my dreams . We were fated to be
Night at 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Thursday
be
to
headed
wound,
be
to
bound
mated
Room . $2 Student admission. By MUSO.
.. .. WHERE ARE U? Late night Laureate.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Free pregnanTHE - NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN
cy testing and infor·mation on abortion and ·
SPRING CONCERT on SATURDAY APRIL
alternatives. Call 7 49-4441.
4th. Laugh it up with the Gents as they
welcome singing groups from Tufts UniIf you are forced to have sex, are sexually
versity and Gaucher College. APRIL 4th
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk
to a woman who has been trained to help
in the GRANITE 8--1AT~ ROOM, MUB at
8p.m.
irJ these situations, call 862-1212 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNNO SUCH ANIMAL boil that dust speck
SELOR.
available upstairs at Town and Campus,

Puppy (mutt) free to a good home. Answers
to the name of Chipmunk Cheeks or just
C.C. Loves M & M's, spaghetti-o's and
doggie bags from the NEC. Enjoys riding
around in red pickup trucks and police
cruisers. Call 1-800-IAM-APU P . Happy
April Fool's Day C.C.!11

Carpentry , painting, hom e improvement.
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.

"I had them all removed last
week and boy, do I feel great."

Shona-I love you. I miss you. I need you.
I love you. Please give US a chance. LoveKeith.

"THE NEW MODELS" and "STILL MISSING" merged and created "SHAKE THE
FAITH". Come see them FRI.DAY NIGHT
in the PUB. They will be good.

Guitar Instruction-Study with a G.I.T. Grad.
· Technique, Improvisational Concepts
Harmony & Theory , Ear T-raining. ALL
levels. Call NOW 659- 7 442

©1967 Universal Press Syndicate

Trucking-College Senior with a truck can
do. Moving and hauling and rubbish
removal. 5 yrs. experience/ref . .available
call Mal Macinnes 868-6190 or 868-6144.

Sony compact disc player for sale-20 track
memory, 3 beam laser, still under
warranty; Come listen to the sound' Call
Craig 862-4357 after 6 p.m.

SERVICES

,_;::;,<

Need that paper typed? Efficient on- ·
campus service $1.50/page. Also resume
consultation and elE!ctronic typesetting.
Ca1I day cir evening: 868-3155 or leave
a message at 862-4034.

Mary (Nikki's Mom) Congratulations on
your first! Let's break open the champagne.
Best wishes. Nikki's Aunt.
NO SUCH ANIMAL boil that dust speck
available upstairs at Town and Campus,
Durham. Six songs for $3.35. Pretty reasonable.

/

We are looking for a 4 bedroom house to
rent beginning Aug 31 either in the Durham
· or Dover area. Please give us a call if you
are leaving and not returning next year.
Noreen, Keith, Tony and Catherine at 86244~6.
"THE NATURAL" starring Robert Redford,
Thursday Night at 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Room. $2 Student admission. By MUSO.

-SPRINGTIME CA"FERING: All events ranging from casual cocktail parties to elegant
receptions. Culinary institute graduates.
Call Mike or Karl 868-6507.
Don't want to drive home with an intoxicated
driver. Call SAFE RIDES at 862-1414,
Thursdays through Saturday, 10 p.m.-2
a.m.

KRM-Do you ever read these anymore? _
"CROCODILE DUNDEE" Friday night in
I know you've saved a ton of papers just
the MUB. $2 Student admission. Brought
because ...
to you by MUSO.

,.
.
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Hey Kath! You
hooking up with}effrey??! !
Happy 19th Birthday!
W-e Gotcha!!.' Love,
Amy and Kelly

I am looking fo r an apartment in.Portsmo uth
beginn ing June 1. If yo u are moving out
· o(need a roo mmate . Ca ll Ca✓rrie at 8621323 or 7 49 -1464.

Happy 21st, Wild Bill!

Transfers and freshmen co mmuters admi tted 1 / 87 come to a pre-registration
workshop, Thursday, Ap ril 2 - Senate Room
MUB 12:30 - 1 30 pm Sponsored by the
UNH Ad vising Center
'

<:£ (W,0 &- <:£ UM/,
CJ~,~~
&~

" SHAKE THE FAITH " II FRIDAY NIGHT IN
THE PUB. Special guest "Perfect Edge."
. By MUSO.
.

041R/-+

Ka t hy, Marla, La ura, & Stacey - Pa id any.,_
tol ls late ly? Seen Dave lately.? We' ll have
to get together and excha nge pictwes .
Death by choco late.

:············~·······
······················ ······················ ···
•

..•
•
••
•
••
•
•••
•••
•
••

CAi&l?ENTRY

w~!E~ce

.

·i.. ..Call
c~fflne 433-2214
evenin s--'
_______________
llliiili~-------------"

: . ~ Join us for your break, a snack, or lunch

-.,

=~~-------------------------~
l,m1 YMCA CA~P
LINCOLN ·:

'

-

'

on the green in front of the library. c.o- ·

DR I A,

. ·seginhing Thurs. April 2
10 a.m.-1 p.m. _(we~ther permitting)

D ,, vl(s
'fssfp >s.., .

!I

I.II
(!J
I iii

••

I

·,a,
I

•{I.'

,,. See you there!,,. . .

:

•

.

:

I

.

II

Our full _menu continues to ·be served at our Mill Rd. Plaza loca_tion.

:. . .

. ...

...

... M-F 7-7, Sat?-6, Sun8-7

. .

. . •

Large coed day camp with bus routes throughout. I
Rockingham County needs experienced counselors and I
specialty staff including waterfront, outdoor education~. I
arts and crafts, ropes course, a_rchery and riflery. Neet:J: :
,taff from the vicinity of Hampton, ew"!arket,. Derry;."
Salem to supervise bus routes.
· ·,. I
· ·
.
. - ·:
·
·- 1
N,

,,111

•••••_••••·••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••••••••• ••• -• -••••••·•••••••••••·• ••••·• ••• I-

.

FGR APPLICATIONS CALL
642 _3361

--

OR WRITE

·-·. ,.;•-.,-_: -"tB 0X"564, KINGSTON, NH 03848

'

.
i-<<.•~--

~I
:

,,,.,,~."' I

. ~--;_-~~:-_;,_..,;,. __ __; ·____ ~_:._ _______ ~ ,__ J _

JffJatit takes to enter

BB undergraduate

· · ··. . . · ·.
oRicer COBJIDissioning program.

Marine lJtJrp,j OJlicer ,'
<Jommissioniag Programs
-F e r ~ , , , . . .- . '
ad IIIMIIILWI .,,_.,,._

Eligibility: College student at an
accredited 2 or 4 year college or university who meets
all physical and rriental requirements.
Test Scores: ACT, SAT or the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude, Battery are us~d for qualification.
Educational Requirements: You must maintain a
"C- 2.0" average and working towards a Baccalaureate
Degree.
Conditioning: Score well bn a physical fitness test
comprised of sit-ups, pull-ups and 3 mile run.
On-Campus Training: Absolutely rione. ·
Training: Two six-week summer s,essions or one
ten-week session. ·
Location: Quantico, Virginia. Located just south
of Washington, D.C. _Transportation is provided.

...

, Obligation: Once you have graduated college and
accepted your commission to active duty~ ground officers
minimum is 3 years, pilots is 4 1/2 years after flight
school.
· College Credit: After successfully completing .
· the summer training sessions, the registrar may accept
6 hours of military credit.
·
lit-

Financial Assistance: You may receive $100 per
month during the school year after your first summer
training session.
Flight Indoctrination: Free civilian flying lessons
during your senior year if you qualify for the guarante~d
aviation program.
-

If you would like more information on Marine Corps
Officer programs, please contact Marine Corps Officer
Selection Office, Orchard Park Suite A-9, 875 Greenland
Road, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 or by calling (603)436-0974.
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HERE'S A DEAL SO INCREDIBLE, -you MIGHT

WONDER IF WE'RE _
PLAYING w1m A FULL DECK!

The start of a new college term usually drives everyone a
little bonkers. And Zenith Data Systems is no exceptiqn.
That's why we·re offering you this unbelievable moneysaving offer during our "College Comeback" Sale!
Now - for a short time only-you can buy a new
Zenith Z-171 Portable PC for only $ 999 ! You
save $1400 off the suggested retail price!

Save on the Zenith
Z-171 Portable PC
During Our
"Coll~ge Comeback" Sale!

Why are we offering you this -incredible deaP \1aybe we·ve
gotten carried away by the school spirit. Or maybe we just
want you to discover the amazing features of the Zenith
Z-171 Portable PC ...

• Compatibility with most IBM PC®software
• Dual 51/./' floppy disk drives
• Aback-lit LCD screen for enhanced readability
• 256K of RAM - upgradable to 640K
• An optional built-in modem
• An optional rechargeable battery pack
• Comp·lete desktop functions. including serial and
parallel 1/0 po!ts
• All in one compact unit that weighs foss t~an 15 lbs .
•- Optional battery pack and 640K RA\1 upgrade only
$ 89 extra'
.

:

.

.

-

-

'

NOW Ol'iLY

$999.00 !

_ Suggested retail price: $2399.00

.

So take advantage of our special student price on the Zenith
Z-171 Portable PC before we c·ome to our ·senses. Available
·
only from ~~our nearby Zenith cor1tact(s): ·

Brian Sparg o
Stude nt Representat ive
(608) 868~3241

'

Special Pric1n!( Offer ~oixJ onh on purchase,
directlv fror, 'l.l'mth Contact(sl listed at><w~
hv student,. facultv and staff for their own
' use \o other diSC!llllll\ apph l.imil ()flt'
- ::.enith Z-1" I l~>rtahlr l'C Jlt'r individual in
' am· 12,month period. Prices suhiect 10
chan~e without noliCt'. \lodrm and hattm
pack optional at an additional cos'.

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

Ge nd er and Science:
A Feminist Scientist Looks at
Science Past,
Present, -and
Marian .Lowe
Future
1987
-Wednesday, April 1, _
7:30 PM
208 McCon nell
Univer sity of .New ·Hampshire
Open to the Public

of Engineerin g and Physical
Sponsored by: Sigma Xi - the Scientific Research Society; College of Liberal Arts; College
Affairs; Women's Studies
_
Academic
for
ent
Vice-Presid
the
of
Office
Sciences; Undesignated Gifts Fund;
Science.
in
Women
for
n
Associatio
Program;
Values
and
Society
,
Program ; Technology

UN IV E RS ITY 0 F N E W

-H A M P S .H.

R E
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---GYMNASTICS _ __
(continued from page 31)
To comment on a few out- well, also scored a 9.25 for ·her
:standing scores at the ECAC's, floor routine.
Peggy Donovan scored a 9.25
With hopes of receiving, at
for her floor routine, which the minimum, third place in the
· · earned her a spot on the ECAC regionals, Goodspeed said,
first-team all-conference roster · " ... And that's a tough goal.' All
along with teammates Diane are very strong teams." The
Aubut, _Nancy Doherty and 'Cats now have two weeks to
Patty Converse. Aubut scored continue training before they
a 9.25 for her uneven bar travel to Ohio for the regional
routine. Converse, performing competition.
·

.. ...

.

'HOME GAMES

IN

Men's Lacrosse : April 9 vs. :f'loly
Cross

·The New Hampshire

.•..•.......

,

. Women's Lacrosse : A _p ril 5 vs.
Vermont

I······~·······

Stop by room 151 in the MUB ·
for more information: .

. Baseball : April 11r vs .. Central
Connecticut

................... Hampshire ..... :············

PEER AD.VISORS
-~----

THE UNIVEll.SI.l'J _ADVISING CENTER
NEEDS
"A FEW·GOOD PEOPLE" ·
From Sept., 1987 to May, 1988

IIPn"""""'~~_.,...~.~ ~~.._..,._

~

.
.

:, ;

-~
1 '

< ·.·. 1
. f.

..

l

·: .·i

·ou·a lifications
1. Junior/Senior-status
2. 2.8 grade point ave~age
3. Good communications skills
4. Five hours a week commitment ·
to _helping undeclared students. ··
Contact:
Marcia Rollison
Advising _Center
· Murkland Hall
Room 111 -

#2064
Sy: April 15, 1987

. Apaid position for which training will.be necessin'
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Laxwomen remain unbeaten with big'win ·
By John Kelley
The defense, which was the
The UNH womens' lacrosse main question mark at the
team -continued on its winning beginning of the season, turned
roUyesterday with a 14-3 victory in another fine performance.
over the Boston University "The man-to-man defense was
Terriers. The win gave the very good today," said Collins.
Wildcats a perfect 3-0 record · "BU had real difficulty moving
on the '87 season.
the ball in the 0£.fensive zone
The Wildcats thoroughly dom- and it didn't seem as if they got
inated the gaine on both the off any good plays. Their offense
offensive and defensive ends · was pretty ineffective because
of the field, as they have all · our defense was great."
season. In three games the the
The Terriers aren't the only
Wildcats have outscored their team that has had difficulty
opponents 50-6. .
- moving the b,dl against UNH
Senior captain Pauline Collins as only-sixteen sn.o ts have been
led the scoring attack in the BU fired on goaltenders Cathy
game with four goals ·a nd two Narsiff and Barry Hamilton all
assists. Senior Ka-ren Geromini season. BU could only manage
had a five point game with one five on N arsiff yesterday.
goal and four assists. Freshman
After carrying a 7-2 lead into
Maura Naughton contributed intermission, UNH came out
four goals and Lynne Abbott and played much better in the
added three to help the UNH second half. "We executed our
cause.
plays in the second half," said
The balance in the scoring assistant coach Sherren Graexcites Collins. "Other teams nese. "We started to .free lance
can't really concentrate on one by seeing the opeµings in their
player," she said. "Maybe they defense a took advantage of
don't expect Maura is goiqg to them."
score as much as she will which
Despite the fine performanis good for. us. If the other teaµ1 ces turned .in by the -Wildcat's,
centers on me or whoever, there Granese realizes the need to
are others on the team who can keep working on the fundamentake up the sfack. We're rounded tals. 'We need.to work on our
enough to overcome another execution," said Granese, "so
team keying on one person."
we don't turn the ball qver as

_

The woman's lacrosse team, shown here in an ea;lier contest,_ is off and running after decisi~ely
thumping the Terriers from Boston University, 14-3. First home game: April 5. (Dave Drouin
file photo) . .
.I
..
much."
Granese thought it was a good
performance for the UNH
team, e~pecially since it was
their first gam~ ·up north.
_"There is ·a big difference be-

Weak vault hllrts gymnasts

tween playing in seventy degree
weather (Florida) and up her_e,"
she said. "Overall it was a fine
performance."
The next game will be the
Wildcats first at home on April

5 at 1 :Oo" against Vermont.
Vermont rs an opponent that
Granese predicts "will be ,.a
bettter match than Boston U 01versity."

MEN'S LAX
(continued from page 32)

need a big turning point," said
This ~eekend is a chance for
rnto the Regionals. The top Sebastian. "I need tQ have a win. the Wildcats to begin the climb
seven teams, or the competing I'm starting to get the attitude . to the top of another ·wave's
.regional tearns,-rnt1k.a:s· follows: _pf wli~tever _we do 1 we're going crest. Th~ team travels to Stony
Ohio State, first place; Penn to fall short, and I don't want Brook and C.W. Post this weekend.
State, second place; Pittsburgh, · .to have a loser's .attitude."
third place; Bowling Green,
fourth place; UNH, fifth place;
Rhode Island, sixth place; Temple, seventh.-' .
_
"I think with two weeks of
training we can move into third
,place," Goodspeed said, hesitantly adding, "with a long shot
of challenging Penn State and
Ohio for first place." As she has
said before it depends on who
good because she had no teamis better prepared that day.
By Phil Broder
mates in the race with her.
She does, however, stress that
The
UNH
cvclini!
club
kicked
The team clinched second
this is the best team UNH has
place with an outstanding ride
had in· a long time·. "We still off its spring racing on Sunday
with a second place tmish at a in the A race. Chris Barstow,
haven't hit 100% across the
race
in Newton, Massachusetts.
Emmanuel Betz, Bob Campbell,
floor," said Goodspeed. "The
The race, ridden on the Boston Ed Clifford, and Erik Froburg
team is ready to keep getting
Road Club's 8/ 10 mile course, worked toget_h er as a team,
better."
·
was sponsored by Harvard Uni- creating UNH breakaways and
versity.
shutting down other schools'
The race consisted of four attacks. A field sprint on the
separate races: a 6 lap Men's C bell lap put Campbell in sixth
race, a 20 lap Men's B race, a and Clifford in seventh. Camp20 lap Women's race, and a 40 bell won two mid-race prime
lap Men's A race. Riders were sprints and placed in a third,
placep by experience and ability. while Clifforcl placed in two
Points were awarded for each primes . .
race, with individual and teatn
"It was a great race, especially
prizes given out. • , ,' '· ,siiyc;e it was aJot of people's first
West Point, which fieJd'ed 'a · rac~," said. a tired but happy
large team, was 't he . overall <=Iiff~H.d . . His .thoughts were
victor, with 817 points. DNH echoed by several other riders.
rode with the Cadets but was While West Point celebrated
simply outmanned. The 'Cats noisily in the background, Betz
finished with 715 points. The said, "That was the best team
remaining points were spread support I've ever had." out among Columbia, Princeton,
· The E.C.C.F. standings could
Gordon College, Harvard, Ho- be shaken up this weekend when
bart, Fitchburg State, and Perin the team races at Tufts. The
State. Boston Univers ity, WPI, UNH team expects to have
'and RPI were held scoreless.'
captain Mike Gemmel back on
UNH's· individual placings his bike after an illness, and
were excellent. Henry Burke hopes to be able to field more
placed in the top ten of the C women alongside Maydwell.
race, while Stuart Kremzner After only one race, the team
finished sixth in the B race, appears to be a serious contendwinning a mid-race sprint in er for "ihe E.C.C.F. title. In a
the process.
.
. . mo~th, look for the cycling club
In the women's event, Sue to come away from the league
·The. UNH cycling dub was in action for the first time over the weekend. Though they came Ma yd well, rpahng- .h er _r_Rci.ng _ .championships at RPI with' a
debut, finished eleventh. Her high finish, and possibly anothin second to a larger West Point team, they are confident this year. (file photo)
performance was especially er league crown.

By Colleen Donahue
It has strengthened, hardened
a_n d toughened . .This year's
Eastern (;ollege Athletic Conference (ECAC) gymnastic
Championship, held last weekend at Towson State, featured
· ' an.increased number of competing teams which also raised
the level of competition. "It
getting stronger just helps us,"
said Gail Goodspeed, head coach
for the UNH gymnastic' s team.
Although the Wildcats have
b~en the reigning champions
of the ECAC _championship
since its inception three years
ago, the 'Cats relinquished their
title last Saturday, taking a close,
as in near second, third place.
· Scoring their second highest
season score, a 177.25, the 'Cats
performed well. However, upperclassmen Patty Converse
said the team was upset with

third place because they lost to
second-place William and Mary
by - a m-ern~ .-15 .-,Will-i-a-m and
Mary, placing second, received
a 177.40.
Towson State, the new champions, won the meet with a
179.70. Yale University placed
fourth with a 173.85, Cornell
University placed fifth with a
173.55 and Northeastern University, in sixth place, finished
with a 172.2 ..
"This was the place our weak
vault hurt us," Goodspeed said.
But she adds, "We were the best
beam-team on the floor." Nancy
Doherty's beam performance,
as well as ,earning a score of 9 .2
( the third highest beam score
of the meet), was the best beam
routine Goodspeed has seen
Doherty perform.
Goodspeed, viewing this
score, ranks her t~am fifth going

Cyclers outmanned .
Con/idence high
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·Sports
Basebal l team suffers doubly against Yale
By Derek O'Grady
Going into Sunday's doubleheader against Yale, baseball
coach Ted Cortner knew that his
team would have it's hands full
with the 13-3 Eli.
"We beat them twice last year,
but both were tough games;"
said Conner; "This year, their
squad is made up of primarily
juniors and sophomores. They
only lost three guys from .last
year's team."
With that, UNH travelled
down to New Haven to try and
improve on it's 7-4 record.
Unfortunately, the tables were
turned this time and Yale came
away with two· hard-fought
victories. UNH came away
empty- handed although they
had their shot at winning both
games.
In a season that has featured
some lopsided games (wins over
Upsala 16-2, Merrimack 15-4,
and Western Connecticut 145. Losses to Adelphi 15-4, and
Columbia 9-1) both of the
Sunday games were well con,,
tested.
The Eli held on to post a 3:2 victory in game one. It was
a disappointing loss for UNH.
The downfall for the 'Cats was
a disastrnus second inning in
the field. After Yale's Greg
Mihalik and John Verdon
singled off of Jim Stevens, UNH
began its version of the baseball
follies, commiting three errors
including a passed ball. When
the inning was over Yale had
capitalized on the UNH mistakes with three unearned runs. ·
They were all Yale would need.
Joe Teixeira replac;ed Stevens
in the third and shut out the Eli
for the remaindtr of the game.
He struck out Ji've and allowed .

Ted Conner's baseball team's record sagged to 7-6 after being swept i ri a doubleheader by
the Elis of Yale. (file photo)

With Yale's bats silenced out. Sean Ashley then doubled
just four hits in a strong performance. "I knew we were still UNH rallied, finally getting to in Ferrin cutting the margin to
in the game," said Teixeira. pitcher Jim Shoop in the fourth. one. But again Shoop escaped
"After those three unearned After a Mike Levi _n single, unscathed.
The Cats were unable to tie
runs I knew what we had to do Darren Marcou doubled, putting
runners on second and third. · the score, although they came
was stop their mo.tnentum."
· The momentum was ~topped. Levin scored on a Steve Larkin close in the sixth leaving Marcou
"We're not the type of:staff ._ ground out but Shoop escaped stranded on third.
that's going to strike out twelve without any further damage.
Yale took the second game
UNH continued to apply by a score of 5.,.1. Paced by strong
people a g<1-me. We just have to
work hard," continued the pressure in the fifth. Pete efforts on the mound by Adam
pitcher. "Sunday I had my sharp Cornellier singfod. Tom Ferrin Shierholz and Ray Romero the
_curve working real well and that reached first on a fielders choice 'Eli were able to break open a
in which Cornellier ws thrown _close game in the botom of the
set up my fastball."

sixth. UNH drew first blood in
the second. A string of singles
by Marcou, Mike Smith, and
Ashley gave the Cats a 1-0 lead.
The Eli rallied in their half
_of the second as Brian Burr
doubled off of Tom Charbono. ·
He scored on a hit by Eric
Prusch. Prusch was then driven
i-n by Jim Slezak and Yale had
another lead.
The· tearns continued scorelesssly until the last of the sixth
inning. Yale broke the drought
with an explosive three run
outburst to push the game out
of reach. The inning began with
. a Prusch walk and a Pete Cara·vella base.hit . Slezak and Mih.a lik put the -final nail in t he
coffin.
- Each doubled, knocking Charbono, who had held his own
until then, out of the game. It
was Slezak' s third hit of the
game. Rick Staba came in and
pitched out of the inning with
a ground out and a strike out
but Yale had enough to complete the sweep.
Despite the sweep there was
some good news for UNH - the
play of Ashley. The freshman,
· .filling in for injured centerfielder Kevin Mello, went two
for three in the second game and
had an RBI double in the first
game . 'Tin glad to get an
opportunity to play," said Ashley. 'Tm starting to feel comfortable with the team. The
older guys help me alot, especially with my confidence.
They're real encouraging."
With their pairof wins, Yale's
record ju.mped to 15-3 while
UNH's fell to 7-6. The Wildcats
tangle with Provide nce in a
doubleheader tomorrow in
Rhode Island.

Laxmen. bow •again
Garber pitChes in
By Marla G . Smith
The men's lacrosse team is
·
·
like a wave. ·
The Wildcats were on a crest
after ranking ninth in the nation .
la.s t season. Now they are in a
trough with a 0-5 record after
· Saturday's loss to Towson State,
18-10.
"Our defense hasn't gelled
. yet," said junior defenseman
Jack Sebastian. "We're young .
out there. Our inexperience :
results in the inability to read ·
·each other. Th'e re's so much
transition and no settled of·
fense."
Towson led UNH in the first
quarter, 7-3. The 'Cats narrowed
the matgin 8-7 in the first half.
However, Towson pulled away
in the second half.
"We need to control the ball
more in the second half/' said
Sebastian. "We' re making a lot .
of mental mistakes."
Brendan O'Brien, junior attack said, "Our 0-5 record sounds
bad, but we still have 11 games
left. I think we need to get our
. heads into it - not many people
think we can win right now."
The team has been practicing
indoors; Snively Arena. Today
will be the first day of Held
practice, since Head Coach Ted
The .men's lacrosse· team, contrary to the women, are 0-3 and are looking to bounce back against Garber spent four hours shove.ling snow off the upper field .
_..Stony Brook and ~.W. Post this weekend. The team needs outdoor practices. (file photo)
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Sunday at the field house.
"We need to get on the field
and get in real game situations,"
s·aid Ga ~ber . . " The floor of
Snively is slippery and the men
can't play full speed. Practice
isn't realistic."
Last ·week UNH was ranked
third, in New Eng-land. "That
just shows the respect we've
earned with the schedule we
have," said Garber, refe r ring
mostly to the spring break
games against Penn State,
Nor:th Carolina and Maryland.
"The half-field defense and
half-field offense are ,both playing well, but it's a transition
game," said Garber. "We need
to break out of t}:ie bad luck, or
slump; or whateyer. we've been
· having."
Barry Fraser andJohn Zwack
led the 'Cats with three goals
each. Kevin Growney followed
with two goals, and freshman
Jeff Coke and Brendan O'Brien
netted a goal apiece. ·
"Individuals are playing
well," said Sebastian. "But as
a team our chemistry isn't
clicking.
"Everyone's frustrated and ·
questioning themselves. We
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